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UPS STUDENT PROTESTS IN SAN FRANCISCO

Speaker,
campus
received
threats
By Callie Johnson

cmjohnson@ups.edu
News Writer
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Thousands of Tibet supporters marched through the streets of San Francisco on Apr. 8, where the Olympic torch was scheduled
to pass. Due to high security and several spontaneous changes to the route, many protestors never got to see the torch.
Above: A gigantic body of protesters brings global attention to the prevailing issue regarding the Chinese Government's alleged use of the Olympics as a platform to gain global acceptance, and to cover up for human rights abuse in Tibet.
SEE TIBET PAGE 2

Initiation controversy continues
to surround Logger men's crew
By Will Holden

wholden@ups.edu
Sports Writer
On Monday, Mar. 31, two
days after their initiation activities occurring on Mar. 29,
both the novice and varsity
men's crew teams were banned
from competition by the office of Athletic Director Amy
Hackett following her submission of allegations of hazing to
the Dean of Students office.
At press time, both teams
have been cleared to compete
and the varsity men claimed
the NVVC title with their victory at the NCRC Championships on Apr 19. But with
outstanding conduct sanctions
still not fully resolved against
two of the team's members and
IP with the team in danger of los-
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ing its good standing among
the UPS athletic community,
the situation remains far from
resolved.
On Saturday, Mar. 29, the
men's crew's annual initiation commenced. Seniors Alex
Twist and Tristan Orford claim
responsibility for organizing
the event.
"We sent out an email letting
all our team members know
that we would be meeting at
Warner at 8 P.M.," Twist said.
"We told them to wear their
athletic gear; just something
they would be comfortable
moving around in."
"Some of the guys chose to
participate and others didn't.
It's a totally optional activity"
This point is backed up by a
letter submitted to the Dean of
Students office in which some
members of the novice team
admitted to not participating
in at least one activity during
the course of the evening. The
email can be found in the online version of this story, which
can be found at http://www.
thetrailnewspaper.com .
A full description of all the
proceedings can also be found
on the online version of this
story, but there were three ele-

ments of the evening that appeared particularly in the ICB
proceedings. The first of these
elements was head shaving.
"In rowing, it's tradition for
some guys to shave their heads.
That's not just a tradition here
but a tradition that our coaches
have partaken in during their
time in competition and other
teams in the conference partake in as well," Twist said.
"The whole Western Washington team had their head
shaved when we saw them in
competition. We equate it to
shaving your legs or head for
swimming."
"(On the night of Mar. 29)
the seniors left the welcoming
class with shearers for 10 to 15
minutes and let everyone know
that they could choose to shave
their head if they wished to,"
Twist said. When we came
back some of them had and
some of them hadn't."
The second part of the event
that came up with the ICB was
the wearing of diapers. At one
in the event, Twist and
Orford claim the team is taken
to the bottom of an undisclosed hill where the welcoming class is said to be "re-born"
into a rower. At which point

ALWAYS FRESH, ALWAYS AVAILABLE A

each member of the welcoming
class is offered a diaper to symbolically display this rebirth.
"There were three seniors
present who were issuing diapers," Twist said. "One senior
had a diaper on, one didn't and
one had a diaper on over his
clothes."
"We display this diversi
on purpose," Orford said. " e
want to make everyone comfortable and make it very apparent that everyone has a
choice."
Orford claims that these
two elements of the initiation,
which might appear to some as
"shaming,' take place at night
in remote locations to ensure
all crew members at least "were
not intentionally put in a situation in which they would feel
ashamed, not to mention the
fact that seniors were participating along with them
While the head shaving and
diaper wearing were brought
up in the TUB proceedings,
neither of these actions were
found to constitute hazing.
Under the university's definition of hazing, the action Twist
SEE CREW PAGE 16

On Thurs., Apr. 10, bags were
inspected and security stood
guard as Leonard Pitts, Jr., syndicated columnist for the Miami Herald and 2004 Pulitzer
Prize winner,prepared to give a
talk entitled "America's Second
Black President: Race, Politics
and the Drama of Obama."
These extra precautions were
taken for good reason; just several days before, Pitts had received death threats warning
him not to speak at the University of Puget Sound. UPS had
also received between six and
eight e-mails from an anonymous source who threatened
Pitts' life if he continued with
his plan to give the talk.
A. year ago, Pitts wrote a controversial opinion article criticizing white people who complain that white-against-black
crimes are featured more in
the media than black-againstwhite crimes. This caught the
attention of several white supremacist groups, one of whom
published Pitts' contact information and home address on
their website.
Since then, he has received
death threats on several occasions. A few weeks ago, the
Washington News Tribune
published an article about Pitts'
plan to give a lecture at UPS,
mentioning the threats he had
received before. The recent
coverage could have renewed
SEE THREATS PAGE 3

PHOTO COURTESY OF LEONARD PITTS, JR.

Pulitzer Prize winner Leonard
Pitts, Jr. received threats prior
to his lecture at UPS.
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New annual diversity event plans unfold
Three hour 'Moment-us" celebration will be staged across campus, preceding Log Jam 2008
By Peter Stevenson
pstevenson@ups.edu
News Writer
Next year, UPS will host its
first annual "Moment-us" celebration in order to explore and
embrace diversity on campus.
This new tradition will include
a variety of events and activities
inspired by students, faculty,
and staff in order to celebrate
diversity and self-reflect on the
values stated in our university
mission statement. The event
will occur on the same day as
Log Jam, Sept. 5, 2008 between
1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
Although still in the planning
process, a few of the proposed
events include panel discussions, artistic representations,
ceremonies to recognize special
findings related to diversity on
campus, representations of the
diverse cultural traditions of

community members (i.e. food,
music, art, dance, etc.), an introduction of initiatives focused
on diversity and inclusion, book
readings, and keynote speakers.
Occuring in a variety of oncampus locations, including
Schneebeck Concert hall, classrooms, and the Murray boardroom, these events will be staggered throughout the 3 hour
period, allowing participants to
choose which they would like
to attend.
Chief Diversity Officer and
Director of Access Programs,
Kim Bobby, hopes this new
tradition will foster a more appreciative and caring environment.
"The nature of the tradition,"
Bobby said, "is that everything
springs from our own community.'
For that reason, she explained,
it is crucial to have a broad participation from students, faculty,

and staff who might contribute
anything from their creative artistic talents or a simple email
to Bobby with an idea or suggestion.
"We want this to be a tradition, and in order to accomplish this, it has to include everybody," Bobby said.
Moment-Us is named rather
literally. It is about "us" as a
community and is a moment
for self-reflection and appreciation.
"Right now," Bobby said, "we
don't have anything like this on
campus. This tradition will set a
tone for greater caring and understanding."
She continued, "You have
to start somewhere and who
knows what might happen."
One important aspect of
Moment-Us is its timing. Beginning early in the Fall term,
it will set the tone for the newest members of the UPS corn-

Prof. to spend 2 years in Qatar
By Brad Rice
bkrice@ups.edu
News Writer
While most professors at UPS
are preparing for the coming
fall semester by revising their
syllabi or doing course reading,
one Comparative Sociology
professor, Andrew Gardner, is
brushing up on his Arabic and
finalizing his travel itinerary.
Gardner, one might guess,
will not be returning to campus
next semester but will instead
embark on a two-year leave of
absence to take a faculty position and conduct research in
Doha, Qatar at Qatar University, a trip he has been planning
since June of last year.

(latar is a relatively small yet
we thy Arab emirate state on
the Persian Gulf that occupies the entirety of the Qatari
Peninsula and is neighbored by
Saudi Arabia to the South and
West and the island Kingdom
of Bahrain to the Northwest.
Since the 1940s the backbone
of Qatar's economy has been
its production of oil and natural
gas. Doha, the country's capital
and largest city, has become a
bustling metropolis that regularly hosts international events
and is the headquarters for
the international broadcasting
company Al Jazeera.
Gardner, who holds degrees
in sociocultural anthropology
with a focus on the Guntates,
interviewed for a faculty posi-

tion in June of 2006 at Qatar
University, a position whose
job description he described as
`a junction between the social
sciences and sustainable development."
Gardner was offered the position soon after the interview
and will fly to Doha in August
to begin his two year term. His
family will follow him to Qatar a few weeks later. Except
for a brief return to the United
States during Qatar University's winter holiday and a more
extended return during the
Middle-East's extremely hot
summer months, Gardner and
his family plan to spend the
majority of the next two years
in Qatar.
Gardner's research projects in
the country are three fold. The
first project hopes to expand
on the subject of his doctoral
dissertation and subsequent
publications which explore the
plight of poor Indian guest
workers in nearby Bahrain by
studying Indian guest workers
employed in Qatar. Gardner
explained some of the fundamental differences between the
two countries and how those
differences will shape his research.
"Compared to Bahrain, Qatar is a much, much wealthier
country, and it also lacks the
Shi'a/Sunni schism that characterizes Bahrain," Gardner
said. "I'm interested in finding
out whether the Indian guest
workers in Qatar face the same
sorts of pressures and constraints I observed in Bahrain.
Perhaps it's the case that the
structural violence the poorest
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / EMILY HEARST Indian men in Bahrain endure

Professor Gardner engages in discussion during one of his
courses. Gardner will travel to Doha, Qatar for two years.
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munity – incoming freshman.
"This will be an opportunity
to welcome newcomers on our
campus to purposefully expose
them to an open and appreciative environment" Bobby said.
She continued, "The moment
is in the spirit ofproactivity,
to prevent some of - the negative things that have recently
occurred on campus. It will
challenge the assumptions we
currently hold and hopefully
become a source of pride for us
and our campus identity."
Planners place a strong emphasis on inclusion; they want
to give everyone a chance to
participate, especially those
whose class schedules might
prevent them from attending.
Some proposed ideas thus far
include making various readings on diversity available to the
campus community in hopes of
inspiring class discussions. Another idea involves facilitating a

community cookbook to which
students can submit recipes for
display once a month at the
"We are trying to develop
new ways to get to know each
other — we are always open to
more ideas from the communi " Bobby said.
B obby stressed the collaborative nature of this tradition, and
hopes that community members make contributions in any
way possible.
"Our office is organizing it;
however, we would love to help
coordinate activities and offer what they want at the moment," Bobby said.
If you are interested in getting involved, please contact
Bobby at diversity@ups.edu .
She would be happy to hear
your ideas and possibly help
you get involved with the university's campus wide forum on
diversity. •
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PHOTOS COURTESY OF EMILY PINNOW
Nestled amongst the hyped crowd on the streets of San Francisco a UPS student, Emily Pinnow, who is a member of the
Students for a Free Tibet (SFT) club on campus, protests the
Olympic torch in San Francisco. Emily along with thousands of
other people migrated from all over the country to have their
voices heard globally in regards to the human rights issues
surrounding China.

Members of the international organization Students for a Free
Tibet (SFT) gather from both the University of British Columbia
and the University of Puget Sound to rejoice in the victory of
the day. SFT joined thousands of other pro-Tibet protesters in
San Francisco to express their dispute with China's use of the
Olympics as a platform to gain global acceptance and cover
up the human rights violations and environmental destruction
presently occurring in Tibet.
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Faculty committee suggests
internship program changes
By Courtney Kandler
ckandler@ups.edu
News Writer
Members of the UPS faculty are considering options to
make the UPS internship system more palatable to students,
though no new major changes
have been decided upon as of
yet.
At the latest Curriculum
Committee meeting, faculty
proposed to change the socalled "Cooperative Education"
system so that students earn a
.25 unit activity credit for each
period enrolled in the program.
Currently, students earn a .5
unit academic credit for the
course. Under the new proposal, Cooperative Education
would still have faculty supervision.
This change would be made
to reflect that Cooperative Education is "more work-based,
rather than academic-based,"
according to Associate Dean
Alyce DeMarais.
Cooperative Education is
one of the two types of internoffered at
ship
UPS. The other is referred to
as the "Academic Internship."
Cooperative Education, better known as "Co-op Ed," is an
option for sophomores, juniors
and seniors who want to alternate between working fulltime one semester and going to
school the next.

The second option is the
Academic Internship, which
requires an academic complementary course along with 120
hours of actual internship hours
during the same semester.
As Career and Employment
Services Associate Director
Alana Jardis described, "The
internship site serves as the
fieldwork for the classroom
discussion".
The academic component of
"Academic Internship" could
be in the form of an internship
seminar or a faculty-sponsored
internship. Academic credit,
however, is only awarded for
the in-class portions of the
course, not the internship-site
work. Forty-five hours o class
time are required to earn one
unit of academic credit.
"As a liberal arts college, we
have an academic focus,' DeMarais said. "We want students to have a breadth of
knowledge."
Alumna Kara Becker, who
graduated in 2007, took the
academic seminar.
"We talked about things like
how to get an internship, how
to write better, and how to deal
with different situations with
employers," Becker said. "It
decently prepares you if you
haven't had an internship before."
According to administrators,
if students could earn internship credit without being concurrently enrolled in an aca-

THREATS
white supremacists' interest in
discouraging Pitts from lecturing.
Two days before Pitts was
scheduled to speak, the first
threat came through the UPS
admission website's online
contact form.
By the day of the lecture UPS
had received at least five more,
although the last four were
identical to each other.
The sender remained anonymous by using a tool that
scrambles IP addresses, ricocheting messages through different mail servers. This makes
it very difficult for the receiver
of a message to determine its
ori . n.
According to Todd Badham,
Director of Security Services,

demic course, students would
not have a parallel environment
in which to apply their intern
experiences to a wider range of
knowledge.
"Academic internships are
about integrating work with
the theory and discourse at the
University," Jardis said.
Becker said she thought the
academic component of the
internship was only helpful for
people who had never had internships before.
"I liked it, but I wouldn't say
it was the greatest experience,"
Becker said of the seminar. "I
would recommend people to
get an internship by yourself or
over the summer or during the
school year. I honestly feel like
I didn't get too much out of the
class because I had already had
an internship at that point."
Indeed, many students opt
to participate in internships or
work part-time without receiving academic credit.
During the fall of 2006, senior Valarie Barone worked
for Almond and Associates as
a paid intern and did not take
either of the for-credit options
at UPS.
"If it hadn't been a paid internship, I definitely would
have taken the class. I think the
reason that the class is offered
is to give people an incentive
to take an internship even if it
isn't paid. Either way, it was a
great experience and I learned
a lot about future careers." •

CONT. FROM PAGE I

at least one of the mail servers
the sender used has been traced
to Germany.
"However, because it came
from outside the U.S., it's hard
to get a search warrant and
make the administrator reveal
their entire log," Badham said.
Though Security Services
has the e-mails, they cannot be
released to the public because
they classify as evidence in a
pending FBI case consisting
of all the instances of threats
Pitts has received in the past
year.
"Though we can't publish the
actual e-mails, I can say that
they are serious, harmful death
threats," Badham said.
After discussing various
plans of action, both Pitts and

Security Services received the following reports about incidents
which occurred on campus between April 14, 2008 and April 21,
2008:

A staff member discovered graffiti on a video cassette case in the
Library. The graffiti is consistent with what has plagued the building
over the school year.
A student reported the rear tire on his vehicle was maliciously
slashed and deflated while it was parked in a university lot on Union
Ave.
A golf cart used by Dining and Conference Services suffered significant damage to its side. It is not clear if the damage occurred while
it was parked or while it was being driven. The fiberglass body on the
passenger side was sliced open.
A staff member reported her vehicle was broken into while it was
parked in the lot near Thompson hall. She reported her wallet and tote
bag were taken. The vehicle was apparently entered by punching out
the lock on the driver's door.
Remember to secure your personal belongings and avoid leaving
valuables in your vehicle. Also, vehicles may not be left on campus
over the summer. Please plan to take it home with you or make storage arrangements off-campus. Call 253.879.3311 for more infor-

mation.
Courtesy of Todd A Badham, Director of Security Services

UPS decided that the lecture
should be given.
The audience crowding Kilworth Chapel on Thursday
night was shocked to hear of
the death threats, but the evening went without a hitch.
Pitts discussed the issue of
race in Obama's campaign and
how it draws forward underlying feelings about race that
have gone un-discussed in our
country for decades.
"Leonard Pitts, Jr. is an outstanding individual — he's
kind, genuine, down to earth
and incredibly intelligent,"
Badham said.
"I'm so glad all this didn't
stop him from sharing his ideas
with the UPS community." •

QATAR
is a product of the particular
mixture of sectarian strife and
poverty in Bahrain. We'll see."
Garcner's second project
aims to explore the rapid expansion of American-based
voluntary associations among
diasporic communities in the
Gulf (such as the Lions Club,
Rotary Club, etc.) which simultaneously have seen rapid
decline in the United States.
His third project, which unlike the other two is a departure from research he has done
in the past, looks to explore
consumer culture in the Gulf
States.
"There's often this assumption or notion that consumerism is a markedly western contribution to modernity, but I'm
interested in exploring how the
consumerist ethic fits into the
lifeworlds of Qataris, and how
that ethic fits in the interests of
the state," Gardner said. "I view
this research agenda as part of
a larger puzzle that Qatar is, at
least nominally, interested in
resolving: they want to forge a
more sustainable future."
Beyond
.1 conducting research
in atar, however, Gardner
also p ans to facilitate the faculty of Qatar University with
their endeavors to publish in
English language academic
journals in hopes of improving the academic dialogue surrounding cultural issues in the
Gulf.
"One of the interesting and
problematic facts about scholarship concerning the Gulf
is that there is little dialogue
between people like me, who
publish in English, and the
many Gulf scholars who publish in Arabic," Gardner said.
"Over time, eachgroup has
collectively developed different
sets of pressing issues, questions, and research themes. I'm
very interested in facilitating
my colleagues' publication in
the English language journals
that discuss the Gulf. Bringing those scholars — Qatari,
Egyptian, Sudanese, Syrian,
Lebanese, and so forth — into
our discussions will be an invaluable contribution in the
larger scheme of things."
The language barriers Gardner and his family will face in
Qatar will not be as prominent as when he and his wife
spent time in Bahrain as he
completed his dissertation, he
said, noting that the English
language is fairly common
among Qataris and that Qatar University is completely

CONT. FROM PAGE 2

English-speaking. His greater
language obstacle, he said, will
be in communicating with the
Indian guest workers who on
most occasions only speak their
native South Indian languages,
therefore necessitating the use
of translators in the completion of his field work.
Gardner also plans to teach
an Introduction to Sustainable Development course at
Qatar University which will
be taught simultaneous) vvith
similar courses here at UPS in
the hopes of fostering a conversation between Qatari and
UPS students.
"We're hoping that a dialogue about sustainability will
help both sets of students
think through some of the cultural specificities that underlie those conceptions, as well
as the particular challenges of
implementing sustainability
projects in different social environments," Gardner said.
Gardner stressed that both
faculty and students within
the Comparative Sociology
department have been very
supportive of his decision to
spend time working overseas, both groups understanding that extensive field work
comes with the territory of being an anthropologist. While
Gardner will cross paths with
some of his students who will
also be conducting research in
the Middle-East, he expressed
particular remorse at leaving
old students behind.
"The cohort of CSOC students who are now juniors, and
many of whom are abroad conducting extraordinarily exciting and intrepid fieldwork, are
also the students that started at
UPS during my first semester
here," Gardner said. "I'm so
proud of them, and it's been an
amazing experience watching
them blossom into thoughtful
and articulate ethnographers.
I feel really bad about the fact
that I won't be here for their
senior year."
Denise Glover, an anthropologist with expertise in environmental anthropology, will
take Gardner's faculty position
at UPS as he works overseas.
Gardner will return to his
original position in the fall semester of 2010.
"I'm very happy with this
position," Gardner said, "I like
my department, I love my students, and I like the University
as a whole. But... as an anthropologist I feel a need to be connected to two places at once."•

BERT: Bias-Hate Education Response Team
Logo Contest
Open to all campus community: Students, Faculty, and Staff
Closing date for entries: April 30, 2008
Winner will receive a $100 iTunes Gift Card
Graphic Requirements:
The logo must include this acronym: BERT
The logo must include this tag line: Bias-Hate Education Response Team
The logo should communicate the core value of "Appreciation for commonality and difference"
Technical Requirements:
Entries must be 4x6 inches in size.
Entries must be 300 dpi resolution digital files or print-ready.
All art included must be original. Any imagery taken from the web must come from royalty-free/copyright free sources.
General Suggestions:
Keep it simple- Use bold, distinctive designs that are easy to see at a glance. Minimize clutter.
Test it at a variety of sizes/colors- How does the image translate to multiple print conditions?
Test it with surrounding text- How does it look in different situations and taglines?
The Bias-Hate Education Response Team (BERT) aims to create a greater awareness of how incidents of bias or hate
may be shaping our campus community. The BERT will take a proactive approach to identify relevant trends and create
an educational space for reflection and dialogue regarding incidents of bias or hate.

Please submit entries to: BERT@ups.edu
or forward to Kim Bobby, Chief Diversity Officer - Howarth 215/CMB 1019
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"HEY YOU," all these
people drinking lover's spit.
They sit around and clean
their face with it.

"HEY YOU," I'm an accountant, I bat for the same
team, and I have one sad little dance move. Who am I?

"HEY YOU," blonde redhead, thanks for being there
when it counted. I'm missing you already.

"HEY YOU," Seward second floor girls, if God made
anything finer than you, he
would keep it for himself!

"HEY YOU," I call the
Info Center just to hear your
deep, seductive voice. I shiver
in excitement as the phone
rings on your end, knowing
I'm so close to you. I bet that
you recognize the sound of
my voice by now
Wanna write a Hey You?
Too bad. This is the last
issue of The Trail till next
year.
"HEY YOU," fellow sorority girl, I slept with your
boyfriend. O000ps, my bad!
"HEY YOU," when the
snow melts, what does it become?
"HEY YOU," Luau boy
with the hips, can I rub your
whole body for good luck?
"HEY YOU," maximus
TOOLSHED is more like
it, are all those tee-shirts to
compensate for your measly
record?
"HEY YOU," lifesaver, the
choice to fix this is up to you
if anything is going to get
better. I promised I would
wait for you, and I still am.
"HEY YOU," even though
you have long spider monkey legs, I am going to kick
your butt in the marathon in
3 weeks!

"HEY YOU," Anon v.
Scientology? You're about a
month too late. Buy yourself
a dog.
"HEY YOU," I am a
prospie and I am definitely
coming to UPS and joining
RDG!
"HEY YOU," housemates,
I miss hanging out with you.
Let's do it more often!
"HEY YOU," blond
housemate. I love you and
here is your Hey You that
you requested!
"HEY YOU," scuba guy, I
think you're pretty neat.

"HEY YOU," Post-It
sticking sustainability lover,
nice job sticking it to the
man with your hypocritical
methods.
"HEY YOU," goodbye
Trail! I will miss you.

"HEY YOU," if you
think we weren't "hardcore
enough" because we bor"HEY YOU," creeper that rowed tents from PSO and
looks through my basement camped near the SUB, you
window, I miss cracking missed the point entirely!
jokes with you in the hall- We're not trying to be refugees. We're students that
way.
wanted to make a statement
"HEY YOU," boy in my about the plight of refugees
Stats class that used to drum and raise money for a family
on my door, I miss you in the DRC. Unless you can
checking your e-mail on my suggest a more effective alternative, your criticism does
computer.
nothing more than expose
"HEY YOU," actually, your discomfort with the
anonymous Hey Yous in the subject.
paper are a pretty poor place
to apologize or try to win
someone s friendship back.
awkward when you make it
awkward.

"HEY YOU," Expy employees, you are so great, I
wish I could play with you
always in the little brown
"HEY YOU," I'm writing shed!
to you from inside a lion and
"HEY YOU," mock refuit's quite dark in here.
gees, thanks for giving me
"HEY YOU," remember hope for humanity.
that time you checked me
"HEY YOU," giant polar
out and then pretended you
bear. You raised my awaredidn't...that was awesome.
ness about global warming!
"HEY YOU," just remem"HEY YOU," panda bear,
ber, karma is a bitch.
who gave you them black
"HEY YOU," it's only eyes. Let me at 'em!

"HEY YOU," smile! Don't
be a grumpus!

pct

"HEY YOU," I love you
and the sweet love we make
twice a day...it's neat!
"HEY YOU," girl I had
unprotected sex with last
weekend...turns out I have
chlamydia. Sorry.
"HEY YOU," stop reading
all the Hey Yous thinking
that they're all about you.
"HEY YOU," thanks everyone for contributing this
year. It's been fun.
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Death of a meme: YouTube kills rickrolling
it stick. Rickrolling is essentially, dead. There is simply no
point anymore. You will never
rickroll as well as Youtube already has. Plus, once a corporaOn Apr. 1 Youtube.com tion has done it, it's no longer
treated thousands of unsus- funny. There's probably a rule
pecting visitors to Rick Ast- about that somewhere.
ley's "Never Gunna Give You
It's funny, though, that YouUp" music video, introducing tube, once the face of indie inmainstream America to "rick- ternet innovation, is now the
rolling."
big-shot portal
Rickrolling
where the inis an Internet
Web developers compete ternet goes to
meme that indie. If it gets
volves tricking for page views, bloggers big on Youtube,
strive
for
links,
Flickr
and
an unsuspectit's not going
ing person on Youtube uploaders angst over anywhere else.
the Internet how many hits their content Youtube, much
into following receives and users of internet like rickrolla link to Ast- forums lust to one-up each ing, used to
other. So when Youtube, the
ley's video.
be something
In a sense, very host of the video and enjoyed by the
it wouldn't be almost synonymous with web-savvy and
unfair to say web 2.0, chooses to play this the geeks. Now
that Youtube game, there isn't anyone left it's corporate.
did what mil- that can compete.
To use the
lions try but a
term 'web comprecious few
munity' is a
ever do on the
huge stretch.
Internet: win. The Internet is Not that it isn't many different
a competition. If you've ever things to many different people,
uploaded or created anything but there is a sense of commuon this global network, you nity among those that frequent
are part of it. Web developers the web. Wikipedia and Firecompete for page views, blog- fox are proof enough loosely
gers strive for links, Flickr and organized strangers are willing
Youtube uploaders angst over and able to create something
how many hits their content useful together. That sense of
receives and users of internet camaraderie is what fueled the
forums lust to one-up each Web 2.0 movement well before
other. So when Youtube, the it ever had that name. These
very host of the video and al- sites like Flickr and Craigslist
most synonymous with Web weren't created by businesses or
2.0, chooses to play this game, committees, but by individuals
there isn't anyone left that can that were merely fans of the
compete. Even though Think- Internet. They were innovative,
geek, Digg, Livejournal, Iso- useful, and free. They were spehunt and- many other popular cial because "we" invested our
web sites also rickrolled its us- own time and effort into them,
ers, it was Youtube that made

By Alex Goya
agoya@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF PHOTOBUCKET.COM

The rickrolling phenomenon recently thrust Rick Astley and his infamous song into the spotlight.

because "we" needed each other
to make it work for everyone,
and in a very socialist sense, we
owned them.
We don't own a lot of these
places anymore. Many have
been bought out or become
one of the "big boys" themselves. You don't own Myspace.
com anymore; you're not even
really a part of it. You use it,
but it belongs to someone else.
Same with Ebay, same with,

Facebook, same with Flickr
and Skype. Thus, the cycle is
complete and the Internet is
all grown up. There are some
hold outs, places like Fark,
SomethingAwful, and (yes)
4chan that will probably never
sell out. Those web-geek hangouts still have plenty of influence on mainstream, but they
in themselves will never outgrow their own unique niche.
Not Youtube, though. Youtube,

under Google's strong corporate leadership, will thrive as a
main portal to the internet of
the masses. And the rest of us
will miss it just like we'll miss
rickrolling. Sorry Astley, you've
gone to a place we cant follow.
You said you'd never give us up.
It's a shame we dont all have
that resolve.
• Alex Goya is starting a new
craze: Backstreetrolling — quit play-

Manji's award at this year's commencement
strikes controversy with UPS faculty, students
This letter was submitted to The
Trail and does not reflect the
opinions of The Trail.
We, the undersigned members of the University of Puget
Sound campus community,
would like to express our concern with the University's decision to award Irshad Manji
a Doctorate of Humane Letters at commencement this
year. We respect Manji's activism and generally her calls
for progressive reform. We
have read of her personal experiences that have led her to
question and then reclaim her
faith. We understand from her
writings how these experiences
and her more recent studies
inform her approach toward
Islam today. Our concern lies
in the language and style of
Manji's arguments, particularly
in her book The Trouble with
Islam Today, that have the effect of reinforcing Western
stereotypes about Islam, and
of continuing to limit public
understanding of Islam. Her
approach may even undermine
the valuable work of activists who are risking their lives
to bring forth the progressive
change she encourages.
Our problem with Manji's
writing is that it presents a
global vision of the "trouble
with Islam," rather than a nu-

anced and complex depiction women's rights and provides
of the varieties of Islam in critical legal assistance for
particular cultural and social Muslim women in local Islamcontexts around the world. In ic family law courts). Rather
doing so, she relies upon broad- than providing a serious enbrush strokes, bullet point gagement with the activism
analysis, stories from her trips of Sisters in Islam, Manji proto the Middle East, and news vides a quote in which Anwar
headlines. For instance, Manji "wants to be a woman, a_good
writes on her website, "I stand Muslim and listen to the B --52s
by my depiction of mainstream
Muslims as 'intellectually atrophied' and 'morally impaired."'
Our concern lies in the lanManji's Islam is abstracted and guage and style ofManji's arguyet still_jpersonalized ("main- ments, particularly in her book
stream Muslims are intellectu- The Trouble with Islam Today,
al impaired"), punctuated with that have the effect of reinforcbrief examples from across the ing Western stereotypes about
Muslim world. This vision of Islam, and of continuing to
Islam affirms for North Amer- limit public understanding of
ican readers their inchoate Islam.
ideas about the global "trouble
with Islam."
Manji argues that what Islam
needs is an Operation Ijtihad," loud." What is really needed
a reinterpretation of the Quran in this case is to demonstrate
and Sunna (the actions and to broader audiences the caresayings of the Prophet Mu- ful, politically meaningful, and
hammad as divinely inspired). innovative work that Sisters in
Activism based on the idea of Islam do in their own efforts at
ijtihad (reasoning out legal an- ijtihad. Unfortunately, Manji's
swers from the Qur'an and the book lacks such an analysis,
Sunna), however, is certainly which would enable North
not new, and it is not limited American audiences to conlim West. To pro- nect with and support progresto the Mus
vide just one exam le from her sive Muslim causes.
book, Manji cites Zainah AnTheglib and negative tone of
war, one of the founders of the The Tiouble with Islam does
Malaysian Sisters in Islam net- nothing to help the cause of
work (which fights for Muslim progressive activists in the

Muslim world, because it simply reinforces what Western
audiences think they already
know. The caustic natures of
such polemics constrain the
work of Muslims who actively
engaged in bringing fort_h_positive change. Although Nlanji's
work seeks to encourage_ progressive thought in the Muslim world, she reinforces the
conceptual gulf between the
West and the Muslim world.
Manji represents a dismal reality ( the trouble with Islam"),
for which she acts as the first
true translator and interpreter.
Ideally, Manji would introduce
Western audiences to progressive activists within the Muslim world, and would give a
more detailed account of the
politics that produce some of
the dynamics against which
she rails.
We do not object to Manji's
prose because it is too critical,
but because it is not critical
enough. By criticism in this instance, we envision accounts of
the intersection of religion and
politics in the Muslim world
that enable an analysis of the
condition of authoritarianism
and reaction (that is, authoritarianism in either its secular or
Islamic forms and reactionary
visions of society justified by
particular currents of contemporary Islamic thought) found

in many Muslim majority and
minority states. Manji's writings uncritically rely upon an
endless circulation of stories,
events and headlines in a manner designed to comment on
the very condition of Islam itself. Manji fails to describe the
precise dynamics that determine the breath or narrowness
of public spheres, the complex
terrain of debates over Islamization, or how the very topic
of democratic reform becomes
politicized within Muslim societies
In conclusion, we do not call
for any censorship of Irshad
Manji's writings, but rather
we call for more prose from
her that will hopefully become
more critical, less global in its
scope, more serious in its focus,
more willing to give audiences
a clear picture of ongoing activism, and truly worthy of a
Doctorate of Humane Letters.
Carlo Bonura, Luce Assistant
Professor of Islamic Societies
in Southeast Asia, Department
of Politics and Government
Greta Austin, Associate Professor, History of Christianity,
Department of Religion
Priti Joshi, Associate Professor of English and Director,
Gender Studies Program
Walid Zafar, '08
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Sexual health for Yes, Bush is still in office
rest of your life
By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

By Glynnis Kirchmeier
gkirchmeier@ups.edu
Sex Columnist

how to have fun, safe, consensual sex, but we were not
well prepared. Understandably
given our cultural background,
some of us enter college with
Throughout this past semesa certain discomfort or squeater, I have attempted to write
mishness regarding sex. But it
about topics that both pique
is not okay to stay here withinterest and offer relevant in- out at least being comfortable
formation on sexuality. Yet with other people discussing
much of what I wrote was an it. Abstinence is a fine choice
attempt to fill a knowledge to make, as long as you do
gap that many young and renot use it as an excuse to be
cently (or soon to be) sexually
uninformed or as justification
active adults have. For the ex- for judging other people who
perienced, I doubt my column
display an interest in sex. Emwas particularly relevant. This barrassment is not a legitimate
knowledge gap negatively af- sexual feeling — unless you
fects our health. In 2006, the want to give up your status as
most recent annual report the an adult, that is.
CDC has released, half of the
College is a transition
19 million new sexually transpoint from
mitted infecsqueamishtions affected
ness to ma15-24 year
After college we will no
turity from
olds. The rate longer be in forums where
ignorance
to
is partially due safer sex information is
knowledge,
to inexperience thrown at us. We will need
and, for many,
and immaturity, to be our own advocates.
from inexbut in large
perience to
part it is also
experience.
due to the fact
Certainly afthat a small minority (mostly ter college the vast majority
religious conservatives) prefers of us will have sex with many
that we do not know how to
partners over the course of our
protect ourselves.
lives, and try things we never
The story for many of us is
thought we would. And after
that this minority had the en- college we will no longer be
ergy to limit or misrepresent in forums where safer sex insexual knowledge received formation is thrown at us. We
from public schools. Mean- will need to be our own advowhile, our parents said noth- cates. Here are a few suggesing to contradict them, even tions.
if they disagreed. They also
First, you need to find an ally
chose to teach us sexual health
in your doctor. Most medical
information that was woefully schools give short shrift to sex
incomplete, or to say nothing
education, as in what people
at all. thus most of us entered
actually do with each other,
college with ideas about sex in favor of studying anatomy
patched together from porn, or disease. You need to find a
our friends and maybe some doctor who has chosen to get
basic preliminaries from our
informed. You also need to find
doctors.
We are adults. It is our reSEE HEALTH PAGE 7
sponsibility to learn about

Everything from CNN to the
New York Times to The Colbert
Report is focused on the upcoming presidential elections.
If I did not know any better, I
would think the presidency of
George W Bush was already
behind us. This blank in coverage may be enjoyable and make
the news a lot easier to stomach, but it is ignoring the reality
of what is still occurring in our
country. With the recent revelations about high level meetings on the use of torture and
the level of knowledge President Bush had on these meetings, it seems clear that we cannot forget that George W Bush
is still our President.
It is hard to find mention
of our President in the media
anymore. A quick scan of the
headlines on cnn.com on the
morning of Apr 19 reveal no
mention of our president, but
one of Hillary Clinton, one of
John McCain and two of Barack Obama. A quick scan of
the New York Times online at
the same timegives the reader
one mention of-President Bush
if they look, as well as one of
Clinton, one of McCain and
two of Obama. Bush has been
forgotten, tossed aside and
turned into a side note by the
media. Yet, when someone is
as powerful and as dangerous
as President Bush, that is a neglectful thing to do.
For example, amid all the discussion of Obama and Hillary,
on Apr 11, Bush revealed that
he was aware of, and had approved of, the meeting of senior
members of his Administration, as the National Security
Council's Principals Committee, in the years after September
11. In these meeting there were
discussions held and decisions
made about the sort of interrogation tactics that were legal,
walking a thin line between

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKI COMMONS
Despite the media emphasis on the upcoming election, it is
too soon to celebrate George W. Bush's departure from office.

"enhanced interrogation techniques" and torture. It was in
these meetings that the much
discussed technique of waterboarding was approved.
The media needs to remain
focused on the White House
now

Yet the media, and we as
citizens and consumers of said
media, have been so caught up
in observing and discussing the
process of deciding who is going to replace the President that
he can casually mention in an
interview with ABC News that
...yes, I'm aware our national
security team met on this issue.
And I approved." The use of
waterboarding, a torture technique that the United States
executed members of the Japanese military for using a version
on U.S. troops during World
War II, has been directly linked
to decisions approved 13y our
President. And we prefer to
think about other issues.
Certainly imagining an
"

Obama Presidency is a lot more
fun, and certainly not as frightening, as dealing with the reality of the U.S. executive branch
now, but that does not mean
that as citizens of a democratic
nation, we do not have a duty
to know what our government
is doing and what the man running it has done in our name.
The media needs to be covering
this and needs to remain focused
on the White House now It is
worth our time to keep our eyes
on that rather then Obama's
flag tie pin or Clinton and gun
fire in the Balkins.
At one of these meetings focused on what constituted legal
interrogation techniques, a top
official claimed that then Attorney General John Ashcroft
asked the group, "Why are we
talking about this in the White
House? History will not judge
this kindly." Th at is very -likely
true, but these issues need to be
addressed in the present, even
if it is easier to think about the
future.
• Seth B. Doherty is cliche in wishing all the other seniors good luck after graduation.
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By Brandon Lueken
blueken@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
Four years ago, I had a
rough plan of what I wanted
to do in college. Namely, I
wanted to make the most of

RDG

my college experience. Every
semester, I get to reflect upon
that goal. Have I done the
best 1 could? Inevitably the
answer is no, but those weeks
when I have three papers due,
an article to write, plus work
and other homework and every minute of sleep is more
valuable than gold, I fail to
see how I can actually do
more. My expectations, and
my actual output often differ
greatly.This makes me an idealist, I suppose. I want more
from myself than I could ever
set, but keep striving for that
et fueled existence where
I achieve ever yt hing I ever
wanted. I don't know what I'd
do if I ever got there, but it's
something to reach for.
Part of what I wanted to do
in college was explore. Sure,
I could go straight into the
English degree, and working
for the newspaper, the things

I did in high school, but I pened on weekends where for in Chief Doug Sprague
wanted to make sure these I had already made plans. I interviewing me, and the
were the things that suited briefly found my way in to second fifteen minutes was
me the best. I looked for- the Ubiquitous They Impro- me interviewing Doug, askward to all of my core classes, visation Troupe in its first se- ing him what software they
I auditioned for every the- mester, but was asked to leave used to lay out the paper, if
atre production I could find, come spring semester. My they had a beat system, how
I applied for
stories were
a radio show,
delegated, how
I
submitted
many freshto Crosscurman they had
rents, I signed
Part of what I wanted to do in college was explore. Sure, I on staff, what
up to get every could go straight into the English Degree, and working for the average are-mail from the newspaper — the things I did in high school, but I wanted ticle length was,
any club that to make sure these were the things that suited me the best.
how pictures
sounded interwere assigned,
esting. From
and basically
the archery
the run down
club to the Inon how this padependent Arts theme house radio show was rejected. But per worked. Having sat in on
to -Praxis Imago, I wanted to The Trail, The Trail took me.
a variety of other interviews
get involved. But somehow,
I was late to my interview, since, no other person, freshthe archery club lost my e- and I went double the length man or otherwise, has been so
mail, I never had time to of a standard hiring interview curious or tenacious in their
make it to the Independent for The Trail, largely because first interview. I suppose this
Arts theme house events, and the normal fifteen minute
Praxis Imago events all hap- slot was filled with then EdiSEE TRAIL PAGE 7
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should have been a clue.
I had it in the back of my
head my freshman year that
one day, it might be neat
and peachy keen if I could
one day, maybe, be the Editor in Chief of the The Trail
That might not be so bad.
This was further telegraphed
when I spent my freshman
and sophomore Friday afternoons outlining typos, stylistic gaffs, faulty parallelisms,
and general annoyances in
that week's Trail. I hated the
blurry pictures, the irreverent
headlines, the sloppy writing, the poor printing quality, the lack of column consistency, the obvious typos
(on the front page no less).
I hated the way that sometimes you could read the Features spread, and sometimes
you couldn't. I hated it when
Rachel Decker and Lipika
Choudhury harped for weeks
on the Faculty Plagiarist issue long after they needed
to. I hated that our website
didn't work, mostly because
my mother kept calling me
about it.
So, after conferring with
faculty I trusted, my friends
and some others who I
thought might offer useful
advice, I applied to be The
Trail editor in chief for the
2006-2007 school year. I
figured that I would lose to
whoever else ran, based on
the idea that they would have
seniority (I would only be a
junior), and have more practical experience (I had worked
as an editor for the Combat
Zone for one semester and
didn't even have any writers
to deal with). However, little
did I know that the other applicant would drop out after
two days of submitting his
application, and not everyone submits a four and a half

page single space plan for more like a street sheet, a
what is wrong with the paper very poorly done Stranger or
and how it will be fixed.1 had Volcano more than anything
my choices: Be the Editor in else. My sophomore year, The
Chief, or study abroad. I fig- Trail tackled bigger topics,
ured I would lose the editor- it was more valuable to the
ship, and go to Australia or school, but it could not adapt.
New Zealand for a semester, It was a little more polished
looking, because the editors
and apply from abroad.
Instead, I became the Edi- stressed professionalism a littor in Chief and had to de- tle more, but the writing and
fend myself from an im- the attitude were strained.
The Trail seemed
promptu cross examination
like it was having a
by the ASUPS
hard time keeping
senate. I was
TRA"
it together, mostly
assured later
s uToEPu' E
because it was.
by the hiring
?out■cs
BoyI took
committee
-r---Clucago
over,
that regardless
n o t
of how many
knowapplicants they
ing any
had gotten that
of the
year, I would
back
have been
■
politics,
their choice
T HE
and
matter
no
wit-1z
sought to
what, based on
make the
the amount of
paper in
work I hadput
my image.
in to the applicaI
aided
tion, and my attimyself by
tude towards the
1,71Ledo'c
bringing
paper. That made
x vq-is‘cc'T-=
iobepefit
in two
me both happy and
managing
worried. Weren't
-A1-4
editors
other people taking
my first
this seriously?
semester, to
Then I had to follow
help me learn when
up on my promises. I
necessary. I redid the page
would make The Trail
more widely read, I would layouts, I yelled and screamed
make The Trail more profes- and advertised for positions
sional, I would make The Trail wherever possible. I spent as
look more like a real newspa- much possible time at the
per, I would get better writing office employing my encyout of my writers, I would get clopedic brain power to label
better photos out of the pho- people in photographs, find
tographers. I would make this new sources, confirm quotes
a good newspaper. My fresh- and manage the controversy
man year, The Trail was not a we managed to stir up congood paper. People said their stantly. That year I pissed off
high school newspapers were Greek. Life, ASUPS, the enbetter, and that was probably tire Sports community, my
true. The paper had personal- writers, my editors, people
ity, but no polish. It looked who didn't think The Trail
N

.1

should be running a sex col- sionalism and attention to
umn telling you how to per- detail. I had done my best,
form oral sex, Security and and hoped that Chelsea Taybasically everyone who for lor, the current editor, would
evenjust a minute believed follow in my stead.
Chelsea and I are different
that President Thomas was
retiring. I decided not to people, with different goals.
run "Ihe Trail for a second However, while this year's
Trail has not
year because
conformed to
in trying to
make The
There is a higher expect- my ideals, it is
Trail a good ed level of professionalism, certainly betpaper, my more appreciation of a good ter than when
personal life design sense, proper com- before I took
was in sham- puters to do the work on, it over. There
bles. I was a better quality of printing, is a higher exheavier than I and more accountability to pected level of
had ever been the student body. Contro- professionalin my life, I versies will come in what- ism, more apspent almost ever form — be it diversity, preciation of
no time with protests or rival publica- a good design
my friends, tions, but The Trail will be sense, proper
I was pretty able to handle whatever computers to
do the work
profoundly comes it's way.
on, a betunhappy for
ter quality of
weeks at a
printing, and
time and I was
scared to check my e-mail. I more accountability to the
like to make everyone happy, student body. Controversies
which was basically impossi- will come in whatever form —
ble when I was also trying to be it diversity, protests or rimake everyone angry. A good val publications, but The Trail
newspaper does not just re- will- be able to handle whatflect the happy majority, but ever comes it's way. Sure, we
also reflects the campus as it could do with the support of
is — a place where people dis- any sort of journalism departagree, criticize and support ment, we could teach writers
one another. It should be just better, we could be friendlier
as varied as the people who with the Tacoma commuread it. I think I did a good nity, we could employ more
job at that, but it took a lot copy editors, we could check
out of me, especially that first quotes and facts more, but
semester. The second semes- The Trail, as a journalistic inter, I started having more fun. stitution, is better now than it
I had my best semester aca- was four years ago. We stand
demically and I was on the on the backs of all the hard
working writers and editors
upswing.
When The Trail ended for who came before us, and the
that year, I lost twenty five future will do the same. This
pounds in three weeks be- will only get better, I assure
cause I wasn't stressed out, you.
and I was eating normal
Brandon Lueken is finally, after
meals at normal times. I had four long years, done working for The
left The Trail with a legacy
Trail.
of more polish, more profes-
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one that is not embarrassed by of us will go through it and/ or if you did not consider con- tion is okay. You don't have to
explicitly talking about sex. Do or have a partner who will, so tingencies, you may suffer lon- make a big thing of it when
you catch them doing it, say,
you really want to entrust your what will sex look like then? ger than you needy or even you
a fun thing to do,
health to Google, or to a real How will you have sex or be_physically harmed.
Third, most of us will be- honey, but save it for private."
person who is just as much an masturbate when you have aradvocate for your pleasure and thritis? How will you learn to come parents. It is important When they get older, point
safety as you are? Yes, your negotiate sex again when your that you know basic sexual in- out that they can have more
doctor should be just as con- partner has broken your trust? formation for your children's fun with themselves than with
cerned about your pleasure as What will getting cancer or sakes. They are going to have other 15-year-olds (which is
questions, true). If you teach them that
about your
and
you sex is pleasurable, healthy and
health.
private (rather than taboo),
have
three
Enjoying
How will you have sex or masturbate when you have arthritis?
your body How will you learn to negotiate sex again when your partner has choices: 1) then they will actually have
is healthy; broken your trust? What will getting cancer or having a major acci- let the con- standards for partners, and
it relieves dent do toyour relationship with your partner, especially regarding servative having standards delays sex.
stress to your sex life? How will you reclaim your sexual power after rape or religious mi- Also, if your children are ever
nority shame molested, raped, infected, or
mastur- other violence?
them and pregnant, they will be much
bate, and
sa they get more likely to tell you about
pleasure
what they it. They won't fear punishment
is a good
deserve if for doing something wrong.
(though
not the only) indicator of a having a major accident do they have sex outside of mar- Open conversation with your
healthy relationship with your to your relationship with your riage; 2) let them learn about children doesn't mean sharing
partner, not to mention gen- partner, especially regarding sex from porn and other horny everything or giving up tact. It
your sex life? How will you re- adolescents; 3) teach them means giving them a healthier
eral happiness with life.
Second, there will be a lot claim your sexual power after yourself, or ensure that their start in life than you got. There
of significant events during rape or other violence? How public school teaches them are resources out there helping
your lifespan that will affect will grief from losing your comprehensive sex education. parents give age-appropriate
your sexual desires and prac- parents affect your sex life? You should explicitly talk to sex education. Find them.
I hope that my column has
tices. There's no use educat- You will need to seek informa- your children, especially your
ing twenty-somethings about tion and support if and when sons, about what consensual been informative, or at least
mildly entertaining. My greatmenopause and the sexual is- these things occur. If you are sex looks like.
Tell your children masturba- est hope is that I contributed
sues that relate to it, but most paralyzed by embarrassment,

Dangerous

Liaisons

Swing
Out dance
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in some small way to changing our culture to one where
advocacy for sexual health and
safety is even more commonplace. We're doing a pretty
good job already at UPS (for
all you condom wearers out
there: you rock!). But there's
a long way to go to end the
spread of disease (have you
donated to LGAP yet?) and
to stop sexual assault. Informing yourself and acting on that
information is the best way to
do this throughout your life.
Glynnis Kirchmeier believes
that the greatest love is healthy love.
Don't miss her next piece on the best
place to have sex on campus.

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. "Trends in Reportable Sexually Transmitted Diseases in the United States, 2006."
Department of Health and Human Services. 13 Nov. 2007.19
April 2008. <http://www.cdc .
gov/std/stats/trends2006.htm>.
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105th ASUPS

Executives
My plan is to remain accessible and open to suggestions and
to actively seek your input. I am extremely confident in the
Directors that we have hired. I know that they are just as committed as Ross and I are to enhancing UPS.

Goals for office
I. More communication with students, plain and simpl
More approachable attitude. ASUPS execs have th
duty to serve students' needs, that means students mus
be comfortable approaching us.

My goals include:
1. Like my predecessors, I will serve the role of connector
between the Administration and the students by:
Establishing regular communication through various
media on campus.
Ensuring that University leaders stay informed of issues
and concerns of the students.
I want to establish the ASUPS office as a welcoming
place for ever one.
2. 1 want to ensure that even club, group and Organization feels
ASUP President served by our student government bv:
Providing quality and respectful service to our student body.
Educating students on the roles of ASUPS.
Collectively utilizing our resources

Work with the Director of Business Services to ensu
long term financial stability
Work with the Office of Public Relations to foster a
collaborative mentality on campus

Yusu Word

3. I want to increase the sense of community on campus by:
Strengthening partnerships and enhance alliances through collaborative efforts.
Fostering clubs and groups to coordinate their calendars and activities.
Creating an excitement for all campus activities (i.e. Homecoming, LogJam, etc.)

4. I want to facilitate the campus to move beyond tolerance towards acceptance by:
Providing a safe and healthy environment to discuss controversial issues.
Recognizing students and groups who are working towards these ideals.
Bringing events and programs that challenge our belief systems.

Overall goals:
I. Ensure that all of the ASUPS media, programmers, and 8o+ clubs
arc adequately educated and advised in the budgeting and financial
management of their respective organizations.
2. Maintain and ensure efficient, consistent financial operations of
ASUPS.

Joe 'Woolley
Director of
Business Services

Wainoa
Correa

Specific Projects:
Draft and implement a legally-binding 'capital rental contract' to
ensure the preservation of ASUPS's capital investments.
Acquire at least one new van for exclusive ASUPS use.
Update and maintain a current ASUPS capital inventory.
Investigate the possibility of instituting an ASUPS endowment.
Assess/compare student government fees at other collegiate institutions for the purposes of projecting fee increases and identifying
the factors that merit such increases.

Devyn
Davis

Directors of Public ReCations

Work with the Office of Technology Services to
promptly address ASUPS' technology: needs and improve the services provided to ASUPS groups.

f.

Senate meetings will be more welcoming to guests: Students arc cnco
Informal Senate is 7:oopm on Tuesdays in the Murray Board Room I
Formal Senate is 7:oopm on Tuesdays in the Murray,' Board Room

Enhance the perception of ASUPS on campus.
ASUPS will continue to be a resource for students and should address
campus community where every student feels comfortable expressing co
Increase collaboration and communication within other ASUPS grot
Club leaders, programmers, media heads, senators, and execs will be
limited funding, we must use collaborative efforts to maximize ASUPS'
Keep students current with regards to ASUPS and upcoming events.
Regular updates in the Trail about what is happening with ASUPS. I
dents are doing on campus and how you can be more involved on your c
Hold ASUPS leadership accountable.
We will hold regular scheduled forums in the upcoming year to solicit
These open forums will also allow students to discuss pertinent campus
ASUPS leadership development.
All ASUPS elected officials will be back early in the fall to get a head s
students to ASUPS and other great opportunities on campus.

i. Increasing Awareness of the Services of the Publicity Office.
a. Ensure clubs, organizations, and individuals know the services that are available to
them through the publicity office.
2. Increasing Accessibility
a. Because there are two of us someone from our staff will be in the office and available
much more often than in the past.
'3. Utilizing Alternate Forms of Advertisement.
UPS has become a poster blind campus. For successful publicity we would like to tap
-<
into alternate advertising outlets.
Beginning with the transition of the plasma screen controls to our office.
4. Faster Turnaround to Maximize Advertising Time.
In the past the publicity office utilized third parties to create graphic art.
NI:c now handle graphic art almost entirely in house, which in turn eliminates the
middle man and makes for faster poster creation.
5. Promoting Collaboration.
In addition to promoting events we strive to help with the planning of events.
More specifically we would like to serve as a conduit between programmers, clubs,
and university departments hoping to promote cosponsoring of events.

Exk
Offiel
ASUPS Preside
Mon, Wed, Fr
ASUPS Vice-P r
Tues 12:30-2:3
Thur 12:30-1:3 •
Fri 2:30-5:00 P
Office of Busines
Mon, Wed, F
Tues, Thur
Office of Public
Mon, Wed, Fr

We intend to rebuild the ASUPS website, keeping in mind the needs of its users as
well as the mission of ASUPS when designing it. We hope to build it in such a way as
to make navigation more logic and innovation and maintenance simpler in the future.
We also hope to use technology to provide better continuity between administrations by providing executives simple ways to document inlbrmation online for posterity
(which should cut down on paper use as well).

J eff Ammons Stefan Molu
Director of

T'echnology Services

Senior Technology
lead

Our final goal is to provide competent, quick service to support the clubs, programmers,
media, and executives with their technology needs. The Office of Technology Services
should enable, not hinder, these groups in the completion of their goals.

Office of Technol
Director: Mon
1 lir,:

Wed 12-1 P.M.
Thur 10:30-11:3
Fri 2-3 P.M.
Tech Lead: Mon
Tues 3:3o-5 P1
Wed 12-1 P.M.
Thur 3:30-5 P.1
Fri 2-4 P.M.

DISCLAIMER: The following ASU
of The Trail and have bee
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Senators

Senator

Mondays 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Thursdays iz-i P.M.

Tuesdays & Thursdays
P.NI-

Tuesdays Sc. Thursdays
1-2 P.M.

Mondays & Wednesdays
1-2 P.M.

oa s
express their campus concerns at any senate meeting.

s questions and issues in a timely manner. ASUPS will encourage a

d to utilize the resources within SUPS through collaboration. Due to

ming year you can all expect to hear more about ASUPS, what stu-

nd communication between all different students and ASUPS leaders.
d hold ASUPS elected, hired, and appointed officials accountable.

Fridays

Mondays & Wednesdays

Tuesdays & Thursdays

e new school year. We will help with orientation and introduce new

five
ours
I.

Mondays & Wednesdays
9-to A.M.

es:
"I .

Tuesdays n A.M. - iz P.M.
Thursdays 4-5 P.M.

Tuesdays & Thursdays
z-3 P.M.

I
s:
-12:3o P.M.
vices:

I

_Liana Campus

[.

Senate Secretary
Tuesdays 4-5 P.M.
Wednesdays 3-4 P.M.

summaries do not represent the views
iedited by The Trail staff.

Tuesdays & Thursdays
to-u A.M.
BACKGROUND: ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLLY HARTMAN
PHOTOS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED: ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP
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Zombies terrorize wary students
Blogs
provide
amusing
study
breaks
By Elyssa Dahl
edahl@ups.edu
A&E Writer
As exciting as it is to browse
JSTOR, everyone needs something more thrilling to waste
time reading as finals week fast
approaches.Me Internet is full
of pointless entertainment, but
it seems blogs are the ultimate
enablers for procrastinators.
Blogs are pretty antisocial
forums for commentary, to the
point where they have continually been made fun of ("Why
don't you go blog about it?").
But somehow there are a plenty of sites in the blogosphere
that are engaging, hilarious and
are far more exciting than academic journals.
"Photoshop Disasters" is a
blog that shows just what it
says it does: absolute disasters
in the medium of Photoshop.
The site scours websites and
print media to find the best in
horribly-made advertisements.
Examples range from impossibly-proportioned models and
poorly done head transplants
to shiny surfaces reflecting the
wrong images.
Even if you do not know
anything about Photoshop,
the flaws are instantly evident.
You will be asking yourself how
anyone with a career in marketing could ever have let that
photograph be distributed to
millions of consumers.
"Stuff White People Like"
has created quite the debate
online. The blog is dedicated
to listing and explaining items
and attitudes that white people
seem to hold dear.
SEE

BLOGS
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By David Lev
dlev@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Unbeknownst to most of
the campus community, during these past few weeks our
humble university has been beset by a plague of the undead.
Almost indistinguishable from
the still-living populace of
UPS, these creatures have been
preying on the unwary, adding
to their numbers.
Alright, so there aren't really
zombies on campus. But there
has been a game called Zombies versus Humans going on
for the past few weeks.
The game was the brainstorm
of sophomore David Hatch,
who started the project as a
supplement to the Relay for
Life. You might have noticed
the participants while walking around on campus. They
can easily be identified by their
bright orange headbands and
armbands and the Nerf guns
the human players carry.
The game goes like this: everyone pays $5 (donated to
Relay for Life), and is issued
an orange armband. They are
the humans. One person (in
the case of this game, Hatch),
called the Original Zombie,
doesn't get an armband. The
Original Zombie can, however,
tag the humans. One hour after the tagging, the tagged hu-

mans become zombies, and use
the armbands as headbands to
signify the change.
A zombie needs to catch a
human at least once every 48
hours, or else he or she will
"starve to death" and be eliminated from the game.
To defend themselves, humans use Nerf guns (which
they need to purchase themselves) and socks to stun zombies for 15 minutes if they are
hit. The game goes on until
all of the humans have been
turned into zombies or all of
the zombies have starved.
As of the writing of this article, neither condition has yet
occurred, although the zombie
side has been growing while
the human side shrinks.
This changes the dynamics
of the game greatly: at the beginning, while there were more
humans than zombies, the
humans could (and did) track
down zombies in big zombiehunting parties. Now, with
many more zombies to chase
down and swarm over the humans, humans rarely leave their
dorms unaccompanied.
"Now, no one leaves their
home alone," enthusiastic human player sophomore Drew
Rackow said.
Rackow is part of the group
of hard core players who, at
least for the duration of the
game, have holed up together
in a suite in Trimble. Rackow,

who normally lives in the Music Theme House, joined the
group when he grew
grew afraid to
walk past other
where
zombies lived.
It has been reassuring to live
with other humans fending off
the zombie scourge, he said.
However, if a human living in
the suite is turned, he or she
will have to leave for the remainder of the game.
"Zombies versus Humans has
been really fun. A few people
are very into it, which makes
the game a lot more fun and
very exciting," Hatch said.
Hatch personally starved to
death a while back, so lately he
has been concentrating mostly
on running the game. Hatch
was inspired to begin the game
by friends at Goucher College,
who created this version of the
game. He thought it would be
a really cool idea to play it at
UPS and so he decided to start
up a game.
"Basically, being able to carry around a gun on campus
is pretty kickass," sophomore
Courtney Sutphen said. Sutphen enjoyed the game, although she was unable to find
the time to hunt down humans
once she was zombified and
consequently starved to death.
"This game is a great excuse
to carry a gun and be paranoid
all the time," sophomore Chris
Bruner said, agreeing with Sutphen.

Speaking of guns on campus,
the game is organized in such
a way as to hopefully discourage and dissuade problems.
Campus Security is aware of
Zombies versus Humans (in
fact, several Security members
play the game when off-duty),
and rules in the game prevent
the display of Nerf guns openly
while inside academic buildings.
As a result, academic buildings are also "safe zones" where
no game activities can take
place. Nerf guns must only fire
the Nerf darts with a force that
the wielder would be comfortable firing into their own eye
(although Rackow has admitted that he and his friends have
been modifying their guns to
fire longer distances, stretching
that rule a bit).
Unfortunately, no one new
can join the current Zombies
versus Humans game, but
Hatch has mentioned interest
in starting a new game before
the end of the year, assuming it
doesn't interfere with finals.
Rackow commented that he
had heard that there were several people interested in starting
up a Zombies versus Humans
club next year, to continue the
game for a long time. So fear
not, you still have a chance to
face the undead hordes!
David Lev is gonna be playing
Zombies versus Humans this summer. Wish him luck!

Senior Theater Festival outstanding
By Lauren Mouat
lmouat@ups.edu
A&E Assistant Editor
This year's senior theater
festival has taken off with a
flourish of talented acting, sophisticated presentation and
Just plain good entertainment.
The festival features three
plays shown over a period of
three weeks starting with Terry
Pratchett's "Mort" on Apr. 11
and 12, Christopher Hampton's
"Les Liaisons Dangereuses" on
Apr. 18 and 19 and finishing
tonight and tomorrow with

Christopher Durang's "Beyond
Therapy."
As the culmination of the
theater major, the seniors involved in the plays are essentially completing their theses
as directors, actors, costumers, researchers, dramateurs or
stage managers.
The festival is a year long
project for the seniors, who read
four plays per week throughout
the first semester and finally
choose the three or four plays
they want to produce for the
festival in April.
Second semester is marked by
auditions, rehearsals, the gath-

ering of supplies, the making of
costumes and sets, etc. Through
this experience, seniors face the
delights and the difficulties of
producing a play on their own.
Upon completion of their projects, their work is critiqued by
the professors who are less interested in giving grades than
they are in furthering professional development by working
through successes and difficulties.
As director of last week's fantastic production of "Les Liaisons Dangereuses," Clayton
Weller explained that he has
been thinking and planning for

this show since the end of last
semester. The experience has
been both challenging and rewarding.
Weller enjoyed "dealing with
people at all stages of their acting career," from seniors completing their theses, to nonmajor seniors, to students from
every year.
The production of "Les Liaisons Dangereuses" was noteworthy for its clever presentation and its superb acting.
Intrigue, revenge, power, sex,
SEE

THEATER PAGE I 2

La Fondita II is filling but still just average
Does not quite satisfy those with high Mexican food standards
By Gina Tzodikov
gtzodikov@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Having met people from
Texas and Southern California
during my first year at UPS, I
have had plenty of conversations about good, authentic
Mexican food.
All of these chats have left
me hungry for enchiladas,
burritos, tacos, guacamole and
much more.
There are not too many
Mexican restaurants close to
campus, but there is one called
La Fondita II located at 2620
N. Proctor Street.
There are two seating areas
in the restaurant: one is a more
family-style atmosphere, while
the other has a full bar with
some smaller tables and is
more suitable for couples. The

inside lighting is dark with red
walls.
It is a bustling restaurant;
the waiters and waitresses are
constantly running back and
forth from their tables to the
noisy kitchen while carrying
large Mexican dishes.
The menu at La Fondita II is
quite extensive. There are lots
of options, including a good
selection of vegetarian dishes.
My friend, freshman Allie
Bohegian, ordered the spinach
enchiladas from the vegetarian
section of the menu, which she
thought were pretty good.
Like many people from California, Allie has high standards for Mexican food. In
general, she thought that La
Fondita II was satisfying but
nothing was special about the
food. This was my opinion as
well. The food was tasty, but
nothing stood out to make La

Fondita II an amazing Mexican restaurant.
I ordered the shrimp enchiladas, which were served in a
ranchero sauce (red tomato
sauce). The two enchiladas
came with a little guacamole,
a side of rice and my choice of
black, pinto, or refried beans.
I chose black beans, which I
thought were prepared well
and complemented the dish
nicely.
Even though there were only
two enchiladas, it was a huge
serving with the side dishes of
beans and rice. Judging by what
my friends and other customers ordered, the servings here
are large. There is definitely
enough to take home.
The prices at La Fondita
II are a bit expensive in my
opinion for the style of food.
served. Mexican food is relatively cheap when dining out.

However, for the quality of the did not need to bring any more
food here, I thought that the baskets.
Although my friends and I
prices could have been more
reasonable. If you are looking were somewhat full from the
for quantity over quality in bottomless supply of tortilla
terms of cost, than you will be chips, we still managed to ensatisfied with the more than j2y our meals at La Fondita II.
generous portions at La Fon- The atmosphere was energetic,
upbeat and lively for a Friday
dita II.
A nice (but filling) feature night and made our dining exabout La Fondita II is that din- perience fun.
This Mexican restaurant
ers are provided with a bowl of
medium salsa and a basket of serves as a convenient option if
delicious and crunchy tortilla you ever get tired of the Casa
Ortega burritos and taco salchips.
One constant problem I have ads. This may not be the best
when I go out to eat at Mexi- Mexican restaurant that I have
can restaurants is that I always ever been to, but I say that it
eat too many tortilla chips be- is worth a stop if you are in
fore my meal is served. This the mood for large portions of
was easy to do here since our cheesy and delicious Mexican
server constantly supplied us dishes.
with fresh new chips as soon
Gina Tzodikov misses her favoras we had devoured the previ- ite Mexican restaurant back in New
ous ones. We had to politely
Jersey.
let our waitress know that she
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Audiences experience annual RDG thrill

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP & NICOLE MARSHALL

On Apr. 18 and 19, members of Repertory Dance Group (RDG) dazzled audiences with vibrant colors, popular music and energetic dances from diverse genres.

Tacoma gripes unjustified
By Chelsea Taylor

ctaylor2@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
Last week, UPS Media Relations Manager, Melissa Rohlfs,
sent me a link to a local blog. A
recent post was titled, "What a
napkin can say about Tacoma."
The author of the blog was
sitting at Farrelli's and overheard three UPS students sitting nearby, discussing their
contributions to and drawings
on a napkin. After the students
left, the blogger grabbed the
napkin and discovered five illustrations expressing the students' negative perspective: Tacoma sucks.
I encourage all of you to go
and read the blog and see the
napkins for entertainment
value at least, but also to ask
yourselves an important question: Does Tacoma really suck
that much?
I, as much as those three students are, am_gi, lilty of complaining about Tacoma. I almost
religiously complain about the
weather, the Tacoma Aroma
makes me want to stay inside,
and the seemingly desperate
lack of places to eat and things
to do will leave me stumped for
a good fifteen minutes.
However, in my four years
here, I have had some great experiences in Tacoma. The decision to attend UPS, and subsequently to live in Tacoma, has
been one of the best decisions
I have made. I have grown to

appreciate the "City of Destiny" because it has become my
home.
Here are my top 10 reasons,
in no particular order, why I
love Tacoma and why I really
will miss it when I graduate in
a few weeks:
1. Infinite Soup: I've never really liked soup, but Infinite
Soup downtown has completely changed my life. I will
never look at a bowl of soup
again without thinking of this
seriously amazing, small, soup
restaurant.
See the napkin at
http://www.kevinfreitas.net/
journallnapkin-says-tacomasucks
Downtown Tacoma: Urban
Exchange, Hello Cupcake,
Tacoma Dome (which is the
second-largest arena with a
wooden dome in the world),
boutiques...what more can I
say?
Tacoma's obsession with glass
and Dale Chihuly: Honestly,
there's a McDonald's with Chihuly glass. Wyatt has Chihuly
and there's the Glass Museum
with a working glass blowing
studio. Glass is everywhere in
Tacoma and it's awesome and
unique.
Multitude ofparks and greenery: Point DeHance, Jefferson
Park, Wright Park and Ruston Way are all great hang-out
spots on a spring day. Also,
they are all sites for Geocach-

ing. Don't know what I mean?
Go to http://www.geocaching.
corn .
Old Town: The Spar is great,
N. 30th St. has made deep impressions on my car and we all
still keep going to the Ram
even though it takes half an
hour to be seated. N. 30th is
an ideal spot to watch the fireworks over Commencement
Bay on July 4, too.
6th Avenue: There are so
many cool businesses on 6th
and it's only going to get better. In the four years that I've
been here, 6th Avenue has improved dramatically. There are
great restaurants (Shakabrah,
Old Milwaukee, Farrelli's,
MSM),great bars (E-9, Masa,
Red Hot) and great boutiques
(Vanity Fashion, Bead Factory,
Lucky Dog Outfitter, House of
Records). In addition, its proximity to UPS can't be beat.
The Met: I will miss buying
a few sacred groceries at this
pricey,yet high quality grocery
store. UPS students love The
Met and that's a fact.
Architecture: Tacoma's buildings are beautiful. Just take
a look downtown on Pacific
Ave., on N. 30th, or simply on
our campus. Tacoma is a pre tty
nice-looking city, if you as k
me.
Half Price Books: The name
says it all for this treasure trove
near the mall. I could live in
Half-Price Books.
-

SEE TACOMA PAGE I 2
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Whether or not the site is
racist and reduces a culture to
material possessions is debatable, but anything that parodies
latte-drinking, Prius-driving
yuppies is pretty hilarious.
As I browse "Stuff White
People Like," I find myself either trying really hard not to
laugh or not to get defensive.
Honestly though, how many
times have you heard a white
person boast about not having a T.V. or adoring Whole
Foods or threatening to move
to Canada?
"Dlisted" is a blog for celebrities that you have never heard
of. This has the potential to be
insanely boring, but somehow
its biting wit and offensive humor make it pretty entertaining. Michael K., the writer,
takes the most obscure names
in Hollywood and morphs
their day-to-day lives into
news-style stories.
Topics range from Gary
Buse 's debt problems, Nicholas Cage's death metal son and
the arrest of CNN's Richard
Quest. Maybe "Dlisted" is not
going to promote fluency in
the nations current affairs, but
it will without a doubt make
you feel better about your own
life.
"Tastespotting" is not the sort
of blog you should visit if you
are hungry for a home-cooked
meal. The very first page of the
website is photo upon photo of
mouth-watering dishes ranging
from savory to sweet, simple to
complex.
As you follow your stomach

CONT. FROM PAGE I0

through the photographs, the
site links to printable recipes and names of restaurants
where you can pick up the
delicious meal. Even with the
same general format, somehow
"Tastespotting" is way more
fun to -browse than the Food
Network site.
It is no secret that the Puget
Sound is one of the greatest
music regions in the nation and
there are plenty of blogs out
there discussing the Northwest's scene.
"Sound on the Sound" is a
good place to check for updates on music news, concert
dates, show photos and the occasional mp3.
"Sound on the Sound" is
written by people who love live
music and Seattle bands. When
Paste Magazine printed "After
the Goldrush: Does Seattle's
Music Scene Still Matter?" in
its March 2008 issue, "Sound
on the Sound" posted a passionate response arguing yes,
of course."
Do not expect pretentious
reviews from this blog; they
manage to keep all the fun in
talking about music.
So when you find yourself
looking for a good time-killer
over the next few weeks, any
of these blogs are worth a read.
They may not be citable sources
for upcoming papers, but they
are full of plenty of pop culture
trivia to keep you sharp.
• Elyssa Dahl never imagined
that she would use the word "blogosphere."
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10. The weather: The weather
in Tacoma is almost arbitrary.
There's really no rhyme or reason. You just have to roll with
the seemingly frequent punches. But, we deal.
How many other college students deal with the phenomena
of "spitting"? Or the fact that
it's snowing in late April? Not
many.
But that's what is making
our college_ experience unique
and fun. We're all smart cookies who should be able to adapt
and find ways to be happy regardless of the weather.
UPS works hard to encourage our involvement in the
community and I think their
efforts have paid off. For the
most part, UPS students are
active in Tacoma and enjoy
their time here.
However, we should all try

to be aware of our comments
and actions while we're outside
of "the bubble." We are just a
small part of this city and other
people do in fact call Tacoma
home. Let's try to eliminate
the adjective 'pretentious" in
the description of UPS students. If you don't like Tacoma,
maybe you should get involved
with the city and ask others
why they like living here. You
never know, you may become a
convert.
If all else fails, keep one thing
in mind: be respectful.

Notable Taco s
Neko Case, singer
Bing Crosby, singer
Gary Larson, The Far Side
cartoonist

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / NICK KI EST

Liaisons characters Merteuil (senior Kate Cantwell) and Valmont (senior Jeremy Thompson) strug-

WHAT'S UP AT UPS?

gle for power with wit, charm and deceit, which results in numerous seductions and betrayals.
jealousy, betrayal, love — all
make an appearance in this
play set in 17th century France
and are brought to life by a talented cast and crew. And let's
not forget the sword fight, ladies and gents; who doesn't
love a sword. fight?
One of the main characters, Merteuil, played by Kate
Cantwell, was wonderfully
wicked; the delivery of her
lines brimmed with a malicious
wit and a cold-hearted intellect
that made every phrase a delight.
According to Weller, Valmont, played by Jeremy
Thompson was "everything you
want to be as a guy."
Master of seduction, deceit,
quick-thinking, and sexual innuendoes, Valmont meets his
match in Merteuil. The scenes
between the two were exceptional and the audience was
fascinated watching their battle of seduction and their manipulation of the pawns around

them to balance their power
struggle.
Almost every action they
took was to shape their reputations and the story they could
tell about it afterwards. As this
became more apparent, the
decision to set the play in the
round became more and more
apt as the audience, encircling
the actors, provided just the
Intrigue, revenge, power, sex,
jealousy, betrayal, love — all
make an appearance in this
play set in 17th century France
and are brought to life by a talented cast and crew.
kind of attention and appeal of
spectacle that the main characters were trying to achieve with
all their scheming.
The stage itself allowed for
some interesting perspectives.
A sumptuous bed took up a
quarter of the stage and the

large mirror suspended above
its lavish coverings kept the focus on seduction in every scene.
The stage hands were dressed
as maids, making even the
scene changes seem like part of
the play.
Tonight's production, "Beyond Therapy," is about a couple
who meet through the personal
ads and on their first date end
up talking about their psychiatrists, two people who encourage exactly opposite behavior in
their patients and who hardly
seem worthy of a professional
title, as evidenced by the hilariously disastrous date between
the two main characters.
If you have yet to attend a
play this semester, I highly recommend spending $6 at the
Info Center and enjoying the
last of what has been an exceptional senior theater festival.
Lauren thinks a dangerous liaison of her own would be the perfect
way to end the semester.

The Collegiate Connoisseur

FRIDAY, APRIL 25, 2008
9 A.M.

7:30 PM.
7:30 PM.
8:30 PM.

FLYING IN A CARBON-CONSTRAINED WORLD:
AVIATION'S ROLE IN OIL DEPENDENCE AND CLIMATE
CHANGE
SR. THEATRE FESTIVAL 2008: "BEYOND THERAPY"
BY CHRISTOPHER DURANG
UNIVERSITY BAND AND WIND ENSEMBLE CONCERT
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "RUSH HOUR"

SATURDAY, APRIL 26, 2008
12 PM.
MEN'S BASEBALL VS. PLU
12 PM.
SOFTBALL (W) VS. PLU
2 & 7:30 PM. SR. THEATRE FESTIVAL 2008: "BEYOND THERAPY"
BY CHRISTOPHER DURANG
2 PM.
LACROSSE (W) VS. REDLANDS
7:30 PM.
SR. THEATRE FESTIVAL 2008: "BEYOND THERAPY"
BY CHRISTOPHER DURANG
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "RUSH HOUR"
8 PM.

SUNDAY, APRIL 27, 2008
12 PM.
2 PM.
6 & 8 PM.
7:30 PM.

MEN'S BASEBALL VS. PLU
VOCI D'AMICI CONCERT
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS "RUSH HOUR"
BEN FOLDS

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 2008

This is the last recipe of the year
for all of you, but I think it could
be the most delicious. When I make
these truffles, I like to roll them in
cocoa powder, but peanuts make for
a delicious bite.
-Matt Hoffman

4 PM.

LECTURE BY PROFESSOR EDWARD LINENTHAL
"'NOTHING IS EVER ESCAPED': PUBLIC HISTORY
AND THE AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORIC
LANDSCAPE"

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 2008

mg

Chocolate Truffles
Ingredients:

Equipment:

1/2 cup heavy cream
1/2 lb. semi-sweet chocolate, finely
chopped
2 tablespoons Grand Manlier
(or other liqueur)
1/4 to 1/2 cup cocoa powder, finely
chopped nuts, sprinkles or
powdered sugar

Small saucepan
Big bowl
Parchment paper
Baking sheet

12 PM.

THE WINE ECONOMIST UNCORKS WASHINGTON
WINE

THURSDAY, MAY 1, 2008
7:30 PM.

UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND WITH GUEST ARTIST KENNY
WERNER
KITTREDGE GALLERY EXHIBIT: SENIOR SHOW

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. Proctor St.

Instructions:
Put the chocolate into the big bowl and bring the heavy cream to a boil. Just as the
cream begins to bubble up, slowly pour it into the chocolate and mix the two until
smooth and shiny. Place the chocolate and cream into a refrigerator for two hours to
cool.
When the chocolate has set, cool your hands in cold water or an ice bath. Then roll
1-inch balls with your hands. Afterwards, roll the truffles into the topping of your
choice.
MIN NM

Fri April 25th - Wed April 30th
THE SPIDERWICK CHRONICLES
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @ 4:15 pm
Closed Thursday May 1st for private rental

a

253-752-9500 www.bluemousetheatre.com
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Library Film Festival The Comprehensive UPS Zombie
They purged her wardrobe,
broke her spirit,
replaced her family.

is summer,
Bu
Gal Montag fights back in...

Fahrenheit 450
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP

After dark, things heat up in the stacks.
Lonesome lads — prepare for.. ,

ASUPS PHU' U SEHVILES / HULL/EN SAM'

Fool and Please Herto
feature remastered films
By Alex Goya
Pornography Clitic
In an attempt to complement
this spring's "Foolish Pleasures"
film festival, Campus Films
is to host a new adult themed
film festival to be titled "Fool
and Please Her." In an announcement earlier this month
Campus Films detailed what
the new film festival would
look like.
"There's an incredible demand for this type of content,
both on the talent side and as
a community," Kevin Volkining, the newly appointed director of Fool and Please Her,
said. "The people that produce
these movies put a lot of time
into these story lines, and with
nowhere for these character
licenses to go, they end at the
film festival. Fool and Please
Her will be a direct compliment to Foolish Pleasures and
allow the directors to create
pornographic parodies of their
own work, something in which
we've seen especially strong interest this year."
The film festival is set to happen May 16, the last day of finals. This allows both ample
time for studying and the ability of seniors to showcase their
work to family and friends
who have come for graduation.
Good news to the crews who
have already begun filming.
"Most of the acting I've done
has been theater, so my grandparents haven't seen any of my

film work," Ditsy Sanchez said,
as one of the stars of the upcoming "A Flash of Red Light
District." "Being able to do
more mature genres has helped
me grow so much as an actor
and as a person, I've learned so
many new skills that I can incorporate in my auditions."
Candy Stone, who is directing the comedic "The All Bukkalce Club Talent Show," eagerly awaits the showing.
"You know how you're watching a movie and you see a guy
or girl and think, 'Man, this
scene would be so much better if they were naked?' Well,
directors think that too. But
sometime the actor doesn't feel
like it fits with the role, in this
genre it always fits. No pun intended. It's wonderful that we
finally have an outlet to embrace our art at UPS."
Fool and Please Her will feature many of the same teams
that competed in Foolish Pleasures as well as some additional
ones. Films that have already
been announced will include
adaptations such as "Based on
a True Homey," a story about a
young man in eager pursuit of
a girl; and "Un-dikely Heroes,"
a film about a group of girls
that have lost their touch and
are combating the underlying
sexual tension between them.
Campus films encourages all
to attend, attendance of -Foolish Pleasures not required.
Alex hopes this tradition dies before his graduation year.

Attack Survival Guide: Part II
Location, location, location - Section 2
By Elliot Trotter
and Jeff Ammons
Professional Zerts
The Puget Sound
Should you be able to get access to a car, or sneak down to
the waterfront, the Sound may
be a worthwhile option. There
are likely boats in the area that
one could hijack and wait out
the invasion, either in the middle of the water or on a nearby
island (provided that the island
has avoided infection).
Pros: You are completely
safe on deep water, since zombies are only a threat in shallow
water, which they can walk underneath. You're relatively mobile on water as well, provided
you have a paddle or don't run
out of fuel. Because you're out
in the open, you're likely to
be more easily rescued by the
military.
Cons: Besides being difficult to get to, life on the water
ain't easy. Not only is there the
possibility of running out of
food and water (unless you've
got some fishing equipment
and water filters), depending
on the boat, you're going to be
exposed to the elements which
could lead to disease and some
serious agony.
Bottom Line: If you can get
on a large enough boat with
decent covering and a good
food supply, you can live pretty
well oft-for a while. Level 2.
An off-campus house
The safety of an off-campus
house varies with the residence.
There are probably going to be
windows and many diffi cult to
barricade areas of the house,
not to mention residents that
will have turned zombie. Depending on the place though,
especially if you know it well
enough, an off-campus house
can provide decent protection.
Pros: Off-campus houses

should have a decent foodsupply (tip: make sure you have
ample food supply at all times
in case of attack there are also
usually only a couple key areas
to barricade and definitely a
place for fecal matter. Plus,
what's better than waiting out
a zombie invasion in the cornfort of your own living room?
Cons: If the house is in a
residential neighborhood you
run the risk of being very exposed. It may be difficult to set
up stable barricades.
Bottom Line: An off-campus
house can be a decent place to
stay for a while, if you're based
in a more secluded area, plus it
feels just like home. However,
some locations can be very
dangerous and some houses,
difficult to secure. Level 3.
The Tacoma Mall
If you've ever seen "Dawn
of the Dead" you'll know that
malls provide serious dangers
and benefits. Unless it's a holiday or early in the morning,
chances are a mall is going to
be screaming with zombies,
and will be a horrible choice.
If the former, malls provide
numerous resources and can
be barricaded with some difficulty.
Pros: Many resources. Lots
of space. Good shelter.
Cons: May have a lot of zombies. Will be difficult to barricade. Large space to cover.
Bottom Line: This place isn't
even safe when it's not infested
by zombies. Level 4

Further places to avoid:
The Dorms: Any dorm will be
likely crawling with numerous
freshman zombies — bad call to
go there. If you're already there,
get the fuck out. There's a slim
chance of survival even in your
own room. Make our way to a
window or exit. Should recovery of food or weapons make

entrance necessary, make sure
to take precautions outlined in
our section regarding movement and raids.
Todd Field: Depending on
when the zombies strike, there
will likely be a large amount
of them on Todd Field. This
is a logical gathering place for
zombies and leaves anyone that
should go there completely out
in the open.
Point Defiance: While it
may seem like a logical choice
to many, Point Defiance Park
(a secluded park nearby the
Sound) has many dangers.
While it may seem like an ideal
place to hide, note that zombies can sense humans, and will
likely find you like a Predator
finds its Arnold Schwarzenegger.
There are certainly many
other locations, but we felt
these would offer some generalizations as to what to keep
in mind when looking for the
ideal hiding spot. You might be
wondering, where is the Level
1 location? There is no optimal
location. Reality: unless the
zombie threat is neutralized,
nowhere is safe! The closest
thing to a Level 1 is a military
base, but thereyou run the risk
of losing your f-reedoms.
Our recommendation: Either head towards the water,
find a well armed military base
or go into the mountains with
food and supplies. The best way
to increase your location safety
is to be prepared. Be ready to
barricade your home, have your
car ready to roll and prepare
a mountain cabin for your arrive. Remember, you can think
ahead, zombies can't.
Zombie tip 3: You need
food, water and shelter to survive. Make these your top priorities.
Want more of the guide? Check
out themelononline.corn

Teen skateboarders deem helmets "gay"

PHOTO COURTESY VVINWBBBSM EDHAT.CA

By Kensington Daftwager
Soul Sk8er
Helmets: they save your life,
they protect your skull and
they can even warn oncoming cars, but are they "gay?"
The student body of lahoma
Hi h School seems to think so.
Aftter noticing an appallingly
low amount of skateboarding students wearing helmets,
the PTA decided to conduct a
formal investigation into why
helmets were so unpopular.

Although most of the cyclists
have jumped on the helmet
bandwagon, skateboarding
enthusiasts have taken a firm
stance against wearing safety
equipment.
When a local group of student skateboarders was interviewed about why they don't
choose to wear helmets, front
man Tyler Hughes simply stated, "Dude, helmets are gay."
The group seemed to echo
Tyler's sentiments, adding,
"they just make you look gay,
and only queers wear helmets." When asked what exactly about helmets was "gay,"
the group ignored the , question
and conjectured Tyler 's mother
was a prostitute, which was
met with a quick, "Dude, your
mom is a skank, gaywad!" from
Tyler.
It seems that regardless of
the ability to save your life, and
the overwhelming amount of
cyclists and racecar drivers who
think otherwise, skateboarders
remain firm in their decision to
not wear helmets, nor associate with those who do. It was
also made apparent that Taho-

ma High School recreational
skateboarders feel similarly
about knee pads, elbow pads,
wrist guards, mouth guards,
sports goggles, nostril plugs
and band aids. Could this sentiment be due to the cost of
such equipment, or possibly to
a wish to challenge the system
or is it merely a bunch of dumb
kids being idiots?
Although the same trend has
been noticed at the University of Puget Sound, helmets
have not yet been declared
"gay." This could be due to the
overwhelming need to be_politically correct, or just the lack
of skateboarding enthusiasts.
While packs of student skateboard enthusiast are commonplace on a high school campus,
their greasy faces are not generally seen in a University setting. Is this because all boys
grow up, or they have just gone
underground? Either way, it
seems like the older students
get the less they worry about
helmets making them "gay,"
and the more they worry about
not dying.
Kensington rollerblades.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of7he Trail, its stag' or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please
send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Baseball splits Tennis teams finish up
series with Bruins season at NWC tournament
tried to spark the comeback
with
a leadoff homerun in the
dskolnik@ups.edu
top of the sixth but it would be
Sports Writer
the last run the Loggers would
score as they fell 4-2.
The weekend of Apr. 19
In the final game of the
found the Puget Sound base- weekend series, the Loggers
ball team making a visit to were once again the first team
Newberg, Ore. for a four-game to get a runner around as Olseries against the Bruins of son hit a solo homerun to right
George Fox University
field for a 1-0 lead in the top
The first game proved to half of the first inning. George
be anything but ideal for the Fox answered with two runs
Loggers, featuring 70 minutes in the bottom of the first but
of rain delays and a victory for this time the Loggers weren't
the Bruins.
going to let the win slip away.
George Fox got off to a fast A four run third inning put
start in the game, scoring six UPS ahead 5-2, a margin that
runs in the bottom of the first the Bruins couldn't make up.
inning and never looking back Newland knocked in Senior
as they cruised to an 11-4 vic- Pitcher Shaun Kiriu to make
tory. The Logger bats didn't the final margin 6-3 in favor of
come to life until the top of the Loggers. Kiriu picked up
the seventh inning when they the win, allowing 3 runs, only
scored three runs and added one earned, on nine hits in 4
one more in the eighth on an innings pitched. Gustafson,
RBI double by senior outfielder the winner of the series first
Gregorio Beck (Chico, Calif.) game, came back to pick up
that scored freshman second his fourth save of the season,
baseman Dakota Resnik (Bel- allowing only one hit in one
levue, Wash.). But it was too scoreless inning.
little too late as the Loggers
By splitting the weekend sesimply didn't have enough in- ries the Loggers showed they
nings left to catch the Bruins.
could play with one of the top
The second game saw the teams in the conference.
Loggers jump out to a 5-3 lead
"It was a good weekend beafter five innings before the cause we were able to beat a
game was postponed and sus- good team, but at the same
pended until Sunday morning. time it was disappointing beWhen play resumed George cause it shows how good we
Fox was able to make a come- could have been all season,"
back to tie the game 5-5 in sophomore pitcher Dusty
the bottom of the eighth. The Kauffin (Boulder, Colo.) said
Loggers wasted little time of the series.
answering this rally as senior
On top of the wins, the
designated hitter Michael Loggers got an outstanding
Olson (Niwot. Colo.) hit a individual performance from
sacrifice fly to left field, al- Olson as he added two more
lowing sophomore third base- homeruns to his single season
man Travis Hernandez (Bur- record. He will again look to
lington, Wash.) to score what add to his tally when the Logwould prove to be the winning gers close the season with a
run in the 6-5 win. Senior four game home series against
closer Ryan Gustafson (Bel- cross town rival Pacific Lulevue, Wash.) got the win for theran Univeristy. Without
the Loggers, allowing two runs looking past the final games,
on five hits in four innings the team has to be able to repitched.
flect on this season and express
After finishing Saturday's high hopes for the future.
postponed game, the Loggers
"-I see greatpotential for our
and B ruins continued with two club's future. This past season
7 inning games. UPS, rid- we've had great senior leadering high after picking up the ship and I hope we can sne
early win, jumped to the early dthem out with a series win
lead when senior first base- against PLU." Feshman pitchman Joe Newland (Marysville, er Cam Duvall (Lakewood,
Wash.) drove Beck home with Wash.) said.
a groundout to third base. The
Cam Duvall will sound like
lead held until the bottom of
Olivia Newton John all the way
the fifth inning when the Bruback to home this summer.
ins struck for four runs. Olson
By David Skolnik

By Zack Stoddard

zstoddard@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The men's and women's
Northwest Conference tennis
championship tournaments
took place last weekend at the
Yakima Tennis Club in Yakima, Wash. The top six of the
nine teams in the conference
go to the tournament to determine the final standings. The
Logger men (7-11, 7-9 NWC)
went in seeded sixth and lost
both of their matches to finish
sixth. The women (3-15, 2-14
NWC) were eighth place, so
they didn't go to the championship tournament.
For the men's team, the
championship tournament
consisted of two matches
in one day — first against #3
Linfield and then against #4
Whitworth. Weather conditions were terrible on the outdoor courts, with wind gusts
up around 30 mph. When
serving, the wind made ball
tosses especially unpredictable.
Against the Linfield Wildcats, junior Jamie Hosmer
(Tucson, Ariz.) picked up
UPS's only singles victory, and
the doubles team of Hosmer
and junior Sam McCullough
(Mankato, Minn.) picked up,
the Loggers' only doubles victory in the 2-7 loss. Hosmer
defeated Linfield's Nick Ruess
6-1, 6-3 on court 1, while the
team of Hosmer and McCullough had to take Ruess
and Kyle Anderson into a tiebreaker to win their doubles
match 9-8 (7-3).
Against the Whitworth Pirates, Hosmer beat Josh Steele
in a very close match that saw
three tiebreakers. Hosmer
took the first set 7-6 (7-3),
dropped the second set 6-7
(4-7J, and then won the final
tiebreaker 1-0 (10-7). Each
competitor had already played
a singles match and two doubles matches earlier in the day,
but head coach Chet Dawson
said that fatigue wasn't a factor for Hosmer in the match.

Logger crew dominates
northwest conference
By Erick Pierson

epierson@ups.edu
Sports Writer

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / ANDREW SHERIDAN

Two way player Jarvis Nohara connects with a fastball Saturday.

According to Dawson, Hosmer is one of the best tiebreak
players he has ever coached,
and a large part of that success
is because he is not intimidated in situations which would
ordinarily be high-pressure.
Dawson said Hosmer owes
a lot of his success in singles
play to his intelligence on the
court. He has the ability to
break down his opponent's
game and identify weaknesses,
and then use a variety of shots
to exploit them.
Freshman Andrew Timmons (Shoreview, Minn.)
also won his singles match on
court 6, defeating Henry Williams 6-4, 6-3.
Hosmer and McCullough
won their second doubles
match of the day, defeating
Ed Anegon and Brian Elliot
8-3.
Coach Dawson attributes
the success of Hosmer and
McCullough to two key factors: their experience playing
together and their on-court
communication. The pair has
been playing together for two
years. They each play their
positions well, but the thing
that separates them from other doubles team is that they
anticipate each others' movements exactly. The fact that
they know exactly where the
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / NICK KIEST
other will be makes positionTennis
ready for NWC tournie.
ing and working together that
much easier. Dawson expects
the pair to have a high rank- second with 148 points).
This weekend, Hosmer and
ing in the region next year.
Senior Nick Amland McCullough travel to Ojai,
(Scottsdale, Ariz.), one of the Calif. to compete in the Ojai
top two singles players and Valley Tennis Tournament on
an important contributor in April 24-27. The tournament
doubles play, has a back injury is essentially the NCAA Diand was unable toplay to his vision III national championpotential all day. Had his luck ship, and the nation's best 64
been a little better, the Log- doubles teams will compete.
gers would have given Whit- Hosmer and McCullough
will go into the tournament
worth a run for their money.
Ultimately, the Loggers lost with an impressive 12-6 from
the match, finishing the season a competitive conference.
in sixth place in the standings They have won eight out of
behind Whitworth, UPS's their last ten matches, includclosest competitor for the ing their last four.
Zack Stoddard is graduating
All-Sports Trophy (after the
winter season, UPS leads with from college soon. Scary to most, but
150 points and Whitworth is
not Zack.

Puget Sound men's crew
dominated the Northwest
Collegiate Rowing Conference championships Saturday,
reclaiming their title as the
fastest men's D-III crew in the
northwest.
Varsity and novice men finished first in seven out of eight
events, beating out crews from
Lewis & Clark College, Pacific
Lutheran University, Western
Washington University, Humboldt State University, Willamette University and Seattle
Pacific University.
Northwest crews withstood
fickle weather conditions, al-

ternating between periods of
sunny, calm, and gusting winds
punctuated by snow and hail.
"The UPS Crewiuram had
a great day at our Conference Championships, despite
difficult racing conditions,"
Program Director Sarah Canfield said, "We are used to wind
and rain in Tacoma and since
all crews face the same conditions on race day we try not to
let the weather be a factor."
Despite the tough conditions, rowers remained upbeat
throughout the day, performing exceptionally well.
"Today's results show general
improvement overall in the
ITS team," junior Alex Englund (Seattle, Wash.) said, "as
well as our ability to dominate

within our conference."
The men's varsity eight
(7:07.11) set the tone for the
day, finishing first with a 15.58
second lead on Western.
"We got off to a fairly bad
start," 2-seat Dylan Poulsen
(Salt Lake City, Utah) said,
"but we got our composure together, and carried out the race
plan brilliantly."
Rowers in the MV8+ pointed to the power-20 at the 1000
meter mark as the "big move"
that closed the deal on the
race.
"It's good to see our hard
work pay off," bow-seat Dave
Young(Colorado Springs,
Colo.) said.
The Puget Sound men's
SEE

CREW
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Crew
second varsity four (3:44.30)
squeezed out PLU by about
three seats for a first-place finish. The event was shortened to
1 km due to strong winds that
had kicked up a chop near the
start line.
"We got a good push from
PLU," said 2-seat Dave Young.
The PLU and UPS fours
hung close together throughout the first 300 m, ahead of
LC and HSU.
The UPS boat pushed away
slowly in the middle third, and
"left no doubt" in the last 20
strokes.
"We still have a lot of improvements to make," said
varsity men's coach Tyler Thirloway, "but I'm verypleased by
what I saw today. These men
have been working hard, and it
shows."
Thirloway and varsity women's coach Sarah Canfield were
selected "Co-Coach of the
Year" in the conference.
Seniors Alext Twist (Colorado Springs, Colo.) and Tristan
Orford (Bush Prarie, Wash.)
swept the pairs race (3:49.30),
also a 1 km event this year,
leading Humboldt by 3.52
seconds. Aaron Albro (Salt
Lake City, Utah) and Stephen
Blocklin (Mamaroneck, N.Y.),
placed fourth (4:10.79).
"We hit a bit of a snag toward
the end," said Blocklin, "If we'll
see these boats at WIRA, I'm
not too worried."
The top varsity four event was
a bit bumpier for Puget Sound,
who finished third in the 1 km
event. The race was delayed
when a women's eight from
Humboldt swampec on the
course, due to rapidly deteriorating water conditions. Coxswain Laura Thomas (Portland,

said, "but it got the job done."
Ore.) returned drenched.
The Puget Sound men's novTwo rowers in this year's top
four, Twist and Orford, were ice eight (4:00.94) drew an
part of the top men's varsity 11.04 second victory over Wilfour that swept grand finals at lamette late in the day, solidifythe West Coast Intercollegiate ing the men's teams hold on the
Rowing Associations cham- NCRC championship banner.
"It went by really fast," said
pionship regatta last spring.
that boat placed second at Tate.
Puget Sound novice rowthe NCRC championship the
week prior, and inJune
J
of2007 ers are looking forward to the
went on to become the first WIRA championship regatta
men's crew to represent Puget on Lake Natoma, Sacramento,
Sound Intercollegiate Rowing May 3-4.
Coach Sam Christman was
Association's national champielated at the novice men's peronship regatta.
Puget -Sound novice men, formance Saturday, saying, "It
under the leadership of coach gets me really excited for our
Sam Christman, went unde- last home regatta next week,
when we can bring this success
feated at Saturday's regatta.
The men's second novice four home to our duel with PLU."
(8:36.40) led Lewis & Clark by
Puget Sound Women's Crew
37.25 seconds down the 2 km
Puget Sound women's crew
course for a devastating finish.
"We had good connection had a strong showing Saturday,
with the water," said rower asserting their dominance over
the northwest D-III rowing
Ryan Tate (Silverdale, Wash.).
lhe second four had a strong world.
"Today we showed that
start, pulling far ahead of crews
from Willamette and Lewis & we're the fastest D-III team
in the northwest," said coxClark.
"We took lOs and 20s down swain Emma Green (Colorado
the course to further distance Springs, Colo.), "We're ready
ourselves," said Tate, "the boat for WIRA."
"The women's team had a
really jumped when we heard
chants of 'UPS! UPS!' from top-2 goal for this regatta and,
while not completely satisfied,
shore."
Two Puget Sound boats com- felt successful with 2nd place,"
peted in the top novice four Canfield said, "We've seen
event, taking first (3:42.50) and Conference team champions
VVVVU twice this year and they
fourth (4:04.88).
"We had a slow start," said remain a team we've chased
rower Alex Mann (Bend, Ore.), closely the last few years."
Although Western came out
who was in the first four, "but
when we saw Western half ahead in most events, Puget
a length ahead of us, we just Sound boats have significantly
narrowed Westerns margin
pulled"
Mann's boat was ahead of the of victory over the past tew
pack by the first quarter of the weeks.
"They're making us faster,"
1 km race.
"It wasn't the best row,"Mann rower Sarah Moody (Missoula,
Mont.) said.

The women's second varsity
eight (8:24.91) was the first
event of the day, with Puget
Sound finishing only 4.61 seconds behind Western and leading the rest of the pack by over
25 seconds.
"It was the most solid race
we've had this season," Green
said, "we just need to work on
our sprint."
Puget Sound women's top
varsity eight (7:51.68) halved
the margin on Western from
the NCRC invitational on
April 5th, with a strong finish only 5.58 seconds behind
(compared to 10.76 seconds
two week ago). Lewis & Clark
took a distant third, 24.66 seconds behind Puget Sound.
"We closed the gap on Western, which is really what we
wanted to do," said Moody, "It's
preparation for taking on
Williams at nationals."
Although Western competes
in a different division at the
NCAA national championship
regatta later this spring, varsity
rowers see Williams College as
similar competition.
The Puget Sound women's
second varsity four (4:19.80)
finished second in their event,
close behind Humboldt on the
1 km course. The top varsity
four (4:12.68) swept their DM competition, pulling in only
6.58 seconds behind Western.
"We had glimpses of a lot
of power," said Moody, "We
walked on Willamette and
Humboldt, but it felt frantic.
Wegave it all we got.
" the women's varsity crew did
not compete in fours events at
the NCRC invitational regatta
on April 5th, and currently
does not plan to enter in those
events at WIRA, as only the

CONT. FROM PAGE 14
eights compete at the NCAA
national championship regatta.
The novice women had an
exceptional showing, dominating their D-III competition
and giving Western a bigger
challenge than they bargained
for.
Puget Sound women took
first (9:09.66) and second
(9:17.14) in the second novice
four event, over a minute ahead
of Western. Western managed
to squeeze out the Puget Sound
women in the top novice four
(4:14.36) by 5.36 seconds, but
didn't stop them from sweeping the D-III competition in
the 1 km event.
It was in the eights events
that the Puget Sound novice
women shone, bringing in a
solid first-place finish in the
second novice eight (4:06.30).
"Usually we pull away strong
at the start, but we didn't today," said rower Emma Ayers
(Caldwell, Idaho).
"It sounded like the coxswain
was underwater the whole
time," rower Chelsea CorserJensen (Longmont, Colo.)
said. "But it didn't matter," said
Ayers, "because we were really
together as a boat."
The rowers of the women's
second novice eight pulled
hard for their team-mate Suzanne Taylor (Appleton, Wis.),
who suffered a concussion from
an oar the previous week and
whose seat in the second eight
was filled by Alea Robertson
(Clinton, Wash.).
Pug,et Sound crews duel Pacific -Lutheran University on
American Lake at the annual
Meyer Lamberth regatta on
Saturday, Apr. 26.
Erick Peirson is exicted to see what
the Lutes have to offer next Saturday!

Multiple Loggers compete in Northwest
Conference track and field championships
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Brittany Hodgson gets her jump on; she finished in second place.

By Brian A. Ames
bames@ups.edu
Sports Writer
After finishing fifth as a team
on both the men's and women's
sides at the Northwest Conferp ence track meet in Newberg,
Ore. last weekend, the Loggers
knew they could have done
better.
"We'd all like to finish higher
as a team. We're full of great
performers, we just can't match
the depth of some of the other
teams in the conference," said

junior thrower Greg Bailey
(Beaverton, Ore.).
Regardless of the outcome in
the final team standings, Puget
Sound had a lot to celebrate
as three athletes claimed individual conference titles in their
respective events.
Bailey was the only male
competitor to win his event as
he claimed ten points for his
team in the hammer throw.
The junior from Westview
High School in Beaverton,
Ore. won the event after finishing in last place at the 2007
NWC Championship meet

when he fouled all three of his
preliminary throws. He was
seeded third going into this
weekend's meet and was fourth
going into the finals after his
three unimpressive preliminary
throws. Bailey needed to flush
his disappointing performance
in the discus from the day before in order to succeed in the
hammer.
Bailey finished 13th in the
discus on Friday after scratching on two of his three attempts
in the preliminary round. Bailey also had to brave the elements as it snowed and rained
during competition.
"Coach Orechia has been
telling us all week that we have
to compete. We all knew the
weather would be bad, we just
needed to make sure it didn't
phase us," Bailey added.
Bailey did just as his coach
told him; prevailing through
the poor weather conditions
and throwing the winning toss
of 49.49m (162'4") on his final
attempt. With the final throw,
Bailey surpassed the talented
throwers from Whitworth and
Willamette that claimed four
out of the top-5 spots in the
event.
Bailey now has four more
meets to qualify for the NCAA
National Championship meet
in Oshkosh, Wis. at the end of
May. He will need to improve
on his personal best of 166'6"
in order to reach the provision-

al qualifying mark of 168'10".
Male athletes:
Pete Van Sant (Santa Cruz,
Calif.) - long jump (2nd),
100-meter dash (3rd), 200-meter dash (4th)
Francis Reynolds (Palo Alto,
10,000-meter run
Calif.):
(2nd), 5,000-meter run (7th)
A.J. Middleton (Lakewood,
Wash.): shot put (3rd)
Nick Lackman (Gig Harbor,
Wash.): pole vault (3rd)
Darrell. Stewart (Long Beach,
Calif.): 100-meter run (4th)
Cam Nakano (Aloha, Ore.):
800-meter run (5th)
immy Ivory (Des Moines,
ash.): triple ump (6th)
Cody Dean (Burbank,Wash.):
hammer throw (7th)
Matt Maze (Kailua Kona,
Hawaii): high jump (8th)
4 X 100-meter relay (3rd)
[Blum, Stewart, Bye, Van
Sant]
4 X 400-meter relay (7th)
[Nakano, Andersen, Speetjens,
Maze]
Junior sprinter Janece Levien
(Beaverton, Ore.) finished first
in the 100-meter dash for the
women's team in her first year
of track at UPS. Levien, who
also excels on the soccer pitch
for the Loggers, finished in a
time of 12.6 9 as she matched
her time from Friday's preliminary race.
Sophomore Caitlin McGrane
(Colville, Wash.) also contributed ten points to the final team

tally as she earned a conference title in the 100m hurdles
with a time of 15.03. She also
won the NWC Championship in the Heptathlon earlier
this month with an impressive
4,295 points.
Female athletes:
Brittany Hodgson (Grants
Pass, Ore.): 3,000-meter steeplechase (2nd), 5,000-meter
run (3rd)
Karen Chase (Yakima,
Wash.): shot put (2nd)
Caitlin McGrane (Colville,
Wash.): 200-meter run (4th),
javelin throw (5th)
Emily Herr (Kent, Wash.):
pole vault (4th)
Janece Levien (Beaverton,
Ore.): 200-meter run (6th)
Emma Kelsey (Bayside, Calif.): 800-meter run (7th),
1500-meter run (8th)
Ili Wong (Kaneohe, Hawaii):
triple jump (7th)
4 X 100-meter relay (5th)
[Milleson, McGrane, Wong,
Levien]
4 X 400-meter relay (7th)
[Milleson Kelsey, Levien,
McGrane]
The conference season is now
finished for the Loggers, but
athletes will continue to compete as they attempt to qualify
for the NCAA Championships.
Brian A. Ames will probably
cure cancer or something. But who
knows.
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Golf teams start strong, slip at end of tournament
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The gentleman Loggers had a
fantastic showing last weekend.

By Brian Walker
btwalker@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS men's and women's golf
teams finished their spring seasons
on a weekend with weather that
was less than ordinary. The Loggers

knew going into the tournament
to expect anything but forecasts
of snow and hail were a surprise
nonetheless. Despite the adverse
weather, both teams showed up
ready for stiff competition and
looking to finish up the second half
of their year-long season.
After fall comp etition, the men's
team sat in place. However,
the addition of senior Renaissance
man Greg Swanson (University
Place, Wash.) helped bring some
solid depth to the team's tournament lineup. While Swanson has
gotten most of his exposure on
the soccer field, where he started
all nineteen games with six goals
and five assists last season, the shift
from shin-guards to khaki slacks
did not give him any discernable
trouble. Swanson shot a 79 on the
first day of competition and followed up with an improved 77 on
day two.
The loggers were led by sophomore Jordan Hodge (Tucson,
Ariz.), who finished the tournament with an overall score of 154

strokes. Other notable Logger
men performances include Tim
Bartz (University Place, Wash.)
and Greg Kirkpatrick (Longview,
Wash.), who both shot 155 for
the weekend. Despite these strong
showings, the Loggers were unable
to move past a fourth place tie in
the conference. Pacific Universi ty
grabbed third while Whitwo rth
finished second and powerhouse
Linfield took the gold.
With Swanson as the only Senior graduating from the team,
things look good for next year,
when the team will be another year
older — and another year stronger.
The other five tournament participants from UPS will be back for
another season, and they will be
looking to move clean-past PLU
and hopefully challenge for a spot
in the upper echelons of Conference competition.
The women's team had themselves a tremendous tournament
as well, making the long trip to
the Aspen Lakes Golf Course in
Sisters, Ore. The Women were 4th

in the conference standings after
a strong fall session and confident
coming into the championship.
Freshman Sarah Bicker (Salt
Lake City, Utah) climbed the
tournament leader board before finally landing in a tie for third with
scores of 84 and 83 over the weekend. Bicker said the most nerveracking part of the tournament for
her comes at the very first tee
"Teeing off the first hole is always the most intimidating for
me, but when I birdied it the second day, I knew it was going to be
a good round," and she would get
her good round despite whatever
ridiculous precipitation may have
been falling around her.
"When the snow started to fall
and stick to the greens on the
second day, I really just focused
on getting the blood moving and
concentrated on each shot as 1 normally would," she said.
Despite her team-leading performance, Bicker knows the value
of teamwork in a big tournament.
"We performed well as a team

Crew
and Orford took that did violate the hazing policy was distributing alcohol to underage
team members.
And because other members
of the team were aware the two
had acted in such a way, they
were found to be in violation
of the mutual obligation clause
in the Student Integrity Code.
Therefore, they were also guilty
of hazing by definition.
This upset Twist and Orford's
teammate, Erick Peirson.
"The university's polices are
strung together in such a way
that by simply knowing that
alcohol was provided to underage students at an event eight
studerits were found guilty of
hazing, a term used to describe
criminal and potentially fatal
behavior," Peirson said. "I hope
that the Trustees are prompted
to review these university policies."
An email issued to Twist and
Orford, which again can be
found online at littp://www
thetrailnewspaper.com , explained the Logger's definition
of hazing. However, Segawa
laid out its definition in more
general terms, terms that were
also explained to Twist and
Orford.
"Our campuspolicy has three
elements that define hazing in
the context of a student organization," Segawa said. "Hazing occurs if an action taken
by a student organization
cases harm – either physically
or emotionally, if a reasonable
person would consider the action to be hazing, or if the action violates university rules."
"The definition or understanding of hazing is a difficult concept for students to get
their minds around. This is not
unique to Puget Sound. That's
why this year we tried to define hazing more concretely in
the student athlete handbook,"
Hackett said.
"Our office also tries to educate students about hazing and
the effects it can have," Hackett continued. "We talk about
healthy traditions vs. nonhealthy traditions and how
hazing has the power to divide
rather than unite."
Twist and Orford do not
deny that they provided alcohol in a situation where underage students were present. Nor
do they deny that by violating

this weekend," Bicker said, "we had
a goal to score better on the second day and we did. Kristine and
Cori had good first day rounds to
contribute to the team total, and
Maresa, Megan, and Britt all improved the second day to help us
achieve our goal."
It was all of these strong performances that helped the Loggers
to finish the tournament in third
place for the weekend. Unfortunately, even their heroic efforts in
claiming 3rd place in the spring
were not able to move them above
Linfield in the whole year's rankings. However, the top-three finish
has the girls looking ahead to next
year.
Bicker, capping off her first season as a logger, said "I would like
to continue to see the dedication at
practice, and the amazing, friendship within the team. the golf
team will forever live by Rule #76:
no excuses, play like a champion'.
• Brian Walker has a little bit
more knowledge about the NBA than
MLB.
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the alcohol policy they are, by
definition, guilty of hazing.
However, they do have qualms
with the way their allegations
were handled.
"It seemed as if we were
guilty until proven innocent,"
Orford said.
Hackett, however, claims
that she put a hold on the team
from competing based on her
power to do so that is outlined
in the Logger.
"There is information in the
Logger that states if hazing
occurs that a student may lose
his or her ability to compete in
athletics at UPS," Hackett said.
"All I can say about how I handled the situation is that I had
communication with a novice
crew member and my understanding was that hazing had
taken place. At that point in
time I placed a hold on competition until the matter could be
evaluated, and I appropriately
reported the situation to the
Dean of Students."
While Segawa agreed that
Hackett does have the power
to take away a student's right to
publicly represent the university by participating in athletics,
as outlined in the student integrity code, he admitted there
is nothing written in the Logger or any other university bylaw that defines the process of
how to deal with hazing when
a whole team is alleged to have
participated.
"It is unclear to me how
Hackett in any way acted within the prescriptions of the Logger in placing sanctions on the
men's teamprior to adjudication by the Dean of Students,"
Peirson said. "The Sanctions
section of the Student Integrity
Code makes it very clear that
the Honor Court and Student
Affairs are the entities charged
with implementing, and issuing sanctions pursuant to, the
Code, not a departmental administrator such as Athletic
Director Amy Hackett."
"We have to define the process as we go along," Segawa
said.
Segawa also explained that
athletes involved in situations
of conduct are subject to sanctions not only from his office
but also from any member of
the athletic office.
"There are separate processes," Segawa said. "We tell

students that if we clear them
of conduct sanctions, they still
have to clear it with athletics.
There have been plenty of situations where the coach has decided to reprimand an athlete,
and that is completely separate
from what we do."
Twist and Orford believe
claim to be frustrated with the
dual process. But largely, the1
took issue with how Hackett s
office handled holding their
team out of competition.
"Based on the allegations
that were brought against us,
the novice squad's suspension
seemed outrageous," Orford
said. "How could they be guilty
of hazing if they were the one s
being hazed?"
Furthermore, Twist and Orford contest Hackett's claim
that a student actually came
before her with a complaint.
"Our conduct file shows that
we were not suspended because
someone brought a complaint,"
Orford said. "That leads me to
believe that someone in the
administration was seeking
evidence of hazing."
Twist claims that in the past
Hackett had expressed her displeasure with the crew team's
initiation practices.
"She basically told us that
diaper wearing and head shaving should not occur," Twist
said. "Because of that it doesn't
seem crazy to think that if her
office viewed that action as
hazing they would have had
their eyes out for evidence that
it occurred."
Orford elaborated: "Any discussions about why these activities should not occur were
couched in terms that they
could constitute a situation in
which someone could feel intimidated and suffer physical
or mental harm. There was also
never a mention of the presence of alcohol or that that
could in and of itself constitute
hazing."
"But the fact of the remains
that (head shaving and diaper
wearing) weren't identified by
ICB as hazing in our particular
situation," Orford said.
Twist and Orford were also
disappointed that Hackett's
scheduled vacation fell the day
after she instigated the hold on
the team's ability to compete.
"After I took those steps I left
on a scheduled vacation and I

did not have email available to
me (for the week of Mar. 30 to
Apr. 4)," Hackett said. "I communicated with Sarah Canfield
(the program director for crew)
as well as other university administrators about the process
occurring in my absence."
Twist claims that not having
Hackett present allowed the
situation to spiral out of control.
"By not being there for a process of appeals in the first place
or able to communicate with
us, Amy Hackett caused 13
people a considerable amount
of emotional damage that we
believe could have otherwise
been avoided,"Twist said.
The hold on the team's competition was eventually lifted
by Hackett's o ffi ce and it only
prevented the team as a whole
from participating in one regatta. It prevented Twist and
Orford from partaking in two.
And while the ban has been
lifted, Twist and Orford still
feel defiled by the administration's hazing policy, which they
believe robbed them of more
than just the opportunity to
corwte as student athletes.
" We admit that by providing
alcohol to underage students
we violated the conduct code
and we have taken steps to ensure that this will never happen
again,"Twist said. "Tristan and
I are re-writing the guidebook
for this particular event and
other future crew events and
we are happy to do so."
"But it would have been nice
to not have had part of our
season banned based on what
we see as unsubstantiated allegations," Twist said. "I think
this situation shows that there
is a disconnect between the
Dean of Students office and
the Athletics office that needs
to be bridged by some sort of
precedent.
Orford agreed.
"Another aspect of the problem we seem to be facing is the
a priori definition of a given
activity (which is traditional in
our sport) as hazing, without
any regard to how it is actually conducted. It would be, to
borrow Alex's earlier metaphor,
as if someone were to say that
swimmers shaving their bodies
was hazing, assuming that they
were somehow unduly coerced
into it or suffered harm as a re-

sult when both counts could be
completely wrong."
"It got to the point where
just being investigated became
a punishment," Orford said,
"And at no point in moving
up the chain of command were
we able to find someone who
ultimately gave us any satisfactory explanation for issuing the
ban on part of our season. It all
smells a little fishy to me. Other instances of sports teams being put 'on hold' are related to
documented cases of harm, i.e.
athlete hospitalized or comes
forward with a complaint."
"Moreover, even Hackett and
Segawa's treatment of this issue
has been inconsistent. The testimony provided by the novice
men interviewed clearly placed
another student organization
at the event, participating in
aspects of the initiation ceremony and the consumption
of alcohol. This was known to
Segawa and Hackett and yet
they did not decide to put this
group on hold but rather were,
as Segawa put it, engaging in
some conversations with them
regarding the alleged activity."
While the team will continue to compete this season
and for the foreseeable future,
Twist worries about the effect
this situation will have on the
team's future at UPS as well as
the effect it will have on lives
of his teammates.
"Our team could possibly
lose our funding and or varsity status if another conduct
situation occurs," Twist said.
"The ski team was cut from the
athletic department because it
was too expensive. Crew's an
expensive sport too. What's to
keep the athletic department
from cutting us too and justifying it saying, 'you guys are too
much of an expense and now
you have this conduct issue?"'
"And as individuals," Twist
continued, "having hazing on
our records is something that
is very troubling to us."
Twist and Orford also don't
plan to drop the issue anytime
soon.
"We're at the point where
we're happy to be racing, but
Tristan and I have no intent on
leaving this team in a position
where we feel that it can be assaulted,"Twist said. •
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